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SOCIAL INSURANCE AND ALLIED SERVICES 
On the lOth June, 1941, the ~Iinister without Portfolio (the Rt. Hon. Arthur 
Grc~nwood, 1\LP.) announced in the House of Commons that he had arranged 
with all the Departments concerned for a comprehensive survey of existing schemes 
of social int\urance and allied serYices which would be considered in due course by 
the Committee on Reconstruction Problems o( which he was chairman; .aod that 
Su· \\'illiam Beveridge had accepted his invitation to become Chairman of an 
interdepartmental Committee which would conduct the survey, taking into 
account rcpre~cntation'i received from responsible organisations and persons 
concerned with the problems involved. 
The constitution of the Committee was as follows:-
Chairma11-Sir William Beveridge, K.C.B. 
Deparlme,rlal Repres~u!atit•es-~tr. R. R. Bannatync, C.B., Home Office: 
1\Ir. P. Y. Blundun, i\linistry of Labour and National Service: 1\Iiss M. S. Cox, 
O.B.E., Minh.try of Pcn'lions : Sir Georqe Epps, K.B.E., C. B .. Government 
Actuary; ~Jr. R. Homilton Farrcll, Mimstry of Health; ~Ir. E. Hale, C. B., 
Trea~ury; 1\lrs. i\1. A. Hamilton, Rccou~truction Secretariat; 1\Ir. A. \V. 
1\lcKenJ:ie, Board of Customs ami Excise : Sir Gcorgc Rcid. l(.B.E., C. B., 
Assbtance Board: :\lis-. ~I. H.itson, C.B.E., OC'partmcnt of Health for Scotland; 
~fr. B 1\. \\"hitc-, Rt·t.:"btry of l·ricndly SocictJc~ and Olhcc of ,lbe Iutlu:,lrial 
A~:,uraucc COmu,li!)!)ioner. 
Secretary-Me. D. N. Chcoter, 
The t<!rms of rc£crence were:-
To undertake, wHh special reference to the inter-relation of the scheme~; 
a s~rvey_ o{ t~c e.xbting national scheme\i o{ social insurance and alli~d 
!)CT\ lCCs, mcluchng -...·orkmen's compensation, and to ~ake recommendations. 
The Mim~ter without P~folio announced in the House of Commons on 27tlt 
]anuar~·. HN2, that " it will~ within the power of the Committee to consider 
de\:clopm~nts of the Na~ional ~l\surancc Schemes in the way of adding death 
benefit:, w1th any other n::,ks wh1ch are at prc::;ent not covered by such :,themes.'! 
the \~fnf~~~~"~v~fh~~cp;,';.u~TI'~t to the Chairman on the 27th January, 1942, by 
• 
My dear Beveridge. 
I ha vc discussed with th~ Chancellor of the Exchequer the position of 
t.hc. departmental rcpre.se~1tativcs. on the Jn.tcr-departmcntal Committee on 
~0~1al In.sura~cc and Alhed Serv1ccs. Jn v1ew oi the b~ucs of high policy 
"hi{h "1ll ansc, we thmk that the departmental repre!lentatives should 
lwnt.:cforward ~c _rcgar~cd as your a~visers ~nd a~SC!iSors on the various tcch· 
meal and adnumstratlVe matters w1th wb1ch they arc !)cvcrallv concerned: 
'.lhb means that the Report, when made, will be your own rcpoit; it \vill be , 
s1gqcd by you alone. and the departmental representatives .wm not bd 
associated in any way with the views and recommendations on questions o.f 
policy which it contains. It· would be well that the H.eport .should. contain 
word~ to make it clear that this is the position. 
Yours sincerely, 
(Signed) 
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SOCIAl, INSURANCE AND AI-LIED SERVICES 
PART I. 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
I. The Inter-departmental Committee on Social Insurance and Allied 
Services were appointed in June, 1941, by the Minister without Portfolio, 
then responsible for the consideration of reconstruction problems. The 
terms of reference required the Committee " to undertake, with special 
reference to the inter-relation of the schemes, a survey of the existing 
national schemes of social insurance and allied services, including work-
men's compensation and to make recommendations." The first duty of 
the Committee was to survey, the second to recommend .... the duty of 
recommendation was confined later to the Chairman of the Co=ittee. 
THE COMMITTEE'S SURVEY AND ITS RESULTS 
2. The schemes of social insurance and allied services which the Inter-
departmental Committee have been called on to survey have grown piece-
' · meal. Apart from the Poor Law, which dates from the time of Elizabeth, 
the schemes surveyed are the product of the last 45 years beginning with the 
Workmen's Compensation Act, 1897. That Act, applying in the first 
instance to a limited number of occupations, was made general in 1906. 
Compulsory health insurance began in 1912. Unemployment insurance 
began for a few industries in 1912 and was made general in 1920. The 
first Pensions Act, giving non-contributory pensions subject to a means 
test at the age of 70, was passed in 1908. In 1925 came the Act which 
started contributory pensions for old age, for widows and for orphans. 
Unemployment insurance, after a troubled history, was put on a fresh 
basis by the Unemployment Act of 1934, which set up at the same time a 
new national service of Unemployment Assistance. Meantime, the local 
machinery for relief of destitution, after having peen exhaustively examined 
by the Hoyal Commission of 1905-1909, has been changed both by the new 
treatment of unemployment and in many other ways, including a transfer 
of the responsibilities of the Boards of Guardiall.s to Local Authorities. 
Separate provision for special types of disability-such as blindness-has 
been made from time to time. Together with this growth of social insurance 
and impinging1on it at many points have gone developments of medical 
treatment, particularly in hospitals and other institutions; developments 
of services devoted to the welfare of children, in school and qefore it ; and 
a vast growth of voluntary provision for death and other contingencies, 
made by persons of the insured classes through Industrial Life Offices, 
Friendly Societies and Trade Unions. 
3. In all this change and development, each problem has been dealt with 
separately, with little or no reference to allied problems. The first task 
of the Committee has been to attempt for the first time a comprehensive 
survey of the whole field of social insurance and allied services, to show just 
wpat provision is.now made and how it is made for many different forms of 
need. The 'results of this survey are set out in Appendb: B describing 
social insurance and the allied services as they exist todax_ in Britain. The 
picture presented is impressive in two ways. First, it shows that provision 
for most of the many varieties of need through interruption of earnings and 
other causes that may arise in modern industrial communities has already 
been made in Britain on a scale not surpassed and hardly rivalled in any 
other country of the world. In one respect only of the first importance, 
namely limitation of medical service, both in the range of treatment which 
(617!H) A~ 
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is provided as of 1ight and in respect of the classes of persons for whom 
it is provided, does Britain's achievement fall ~criously short of what has 
been accomplished elsewhere ; it falls short also in its provision for cash 
benefit for maternity and funerals and through the defects of its system for 
workmen's compensation. In all other fields British provision for security. 
in adequacy of amount and in comprehensh·eness, will stand comparison 
with that of any other country; few countries will stand comparison with 
Britain. Second, social insurance and the allied services, as they exist 
today, are conducted by a complex of disconnected administrative organs, 
proceeding on different principles, doing invaluable service but at a cost in 
money and trouble and anomalous treatment of identical problems for 
which there is no justification. In a system of social security better on the 
whole than can be found in almost any other country there are serious 
deficiencies which call for remedy. 
4. Thus limitation of compulsory insurance to persons under contract 
of service and below a certain remuneration if engaged on non-manual 
work is a serious gap. l\1any persons working on their own account are 
poorer and more in need of State insurance than employees ; the remunera-
tion limit for non-manual employees is arbitrary and takes no account of 
family responsibility. There is, again, no real difference between the 
income needs of persons who are sick and those who are unemployed, but 
they get different rates of benefit involving different contribution conditions 
anu with meaningless distinctions between persons of different ages. An 
adult insured man with a wife and two children receives 38s, per week 
. lwuld he become unemployed ; if after some weeks of unemployment he 
becomes sick and not available for work, his insurance income falls to !Ss. 
On the other hand a youth of 17 obtains 9s. when he is unemployed, but 
should he become sick his insurance income rises to 12s. per week. There , 
arc, to take another example, three different means tests for non-contri-
butory pensions, for supplementary pensions and for public assistance, 
with a fourth test-for unemployment assistance-differing from that for 
supplementary pensions in some particulars. 
5. Many other such e.-..:amples could be given : they are the natural 
result of the way in which social security has grown in Britain. It is not 
open to question that, by closer co-ordination, the existing social services 
could be made at once more beneficial and more intelligible to those whom 
they serve and more economical iu their administration. 
THREE GUIDING PRINCIPLES OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
G. In proceeding from this first comprehensive survey of social insurance 
to the next task-of making recommendations-three guiding principles 
may be laid down at the outset. 
7. The first principle is that any proposals for the future, while they 
should use to the full the experience gathered in the past, should not· be 
restricted by consideration of sectional interests established in the obtaining 
of that experience. Now, when the war is abolishing landmarks of every 
kind, is the opportunity for using experience in a clear field. A revolu-
tionary moment in the world's history is a time for revolutions not for 
patching. · ' · 
8. The second principle is that organisation of social insurance should 
be treated as one part only of -a comprehens>ve policy of social progress. 
Social insurance fully developed may provide income security; it is an 
attack up011 \\'ant. But ·want is one only of five giants on the road of 
reconstruction and in some ways the easiest to attack. The others are 
Disease, Iguorauce, Squalor and. Idleness. 
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9. The third principle is that Social Security must be achieved by 
co-operation between the State and the individual. The State should of(er 
security for service and contribution. The State in organising security 
should not stifle incentive, opportunity, responsibility; in establishing a 
national minimum, it should leave room and encouragement for voluntary 
action by each individual to provide more than that minimum for himself 
and his family. 
10. The plan for Social Security set out in this Report is built upon these 
principles. It uses experi~nce but is not tied by experience. It is put 
forward as a limited contribution to a wider social policy, though as 
something that could be achieved now without waWng for the whole of that 
policy. It is, first and foremost, a plan of insurance--of giving in return 
for contributions benefits up to subsistence level, as of right and without 
means test, so that individuals may build freely upon it. 
THE WAY TO FREEDOM FROM 'WANT 
11. The work of the Inter-departmental Committee began with a review 
of existing schemes of social insurance and· allied services. The Plan for 
Social Security, with which that work ends, starts from a diagnosis of want-
of the circumstances in which, in the years just preceding the present war, 
families and individuals in Britain might lack the means of healthy sub-
sistence. During those years impartial scientific authorities made social 
surveys of the conditions of life in a number of principal towns in Britain, 
including London, Liverpool, Sheffield, Plymouth, Southampton, York and 
Bristol. They determined the proportions of the people in each town" hose 
means were below the standard assumed to be necessary for subsistence, and 
they analysed the extent and causes of that deficiency. From each of these 
' social surveys the same broad result emerges. Of all the want shown by the 
surveys, from three-quarters to five-sixths, according to the precise standard 
chosen for want, was due to interruption or loss of earning power. Prac· 
tically the whole of the remaining one-quarter to one-sixth was due to failure 
to relate income during earning to the size of the family. These surveys 
were made before the introduction of supplementary pensions had reduced 
the amount of poverty amongst old persons. But this does not affect the 
main conclusion to be drawn from these surveys : abolition of want requires 
a double re-distribution of income, through social insurance and by family 
needs. 
12. Abolition of want requires, first, improvement of State insurance, 
that is to say provision against interruption and loss of earning power. 
All the principal causes of interruption or loss of earnings are now the subject 
of schemes of social insurance. If, in spite of these schemes, so many 
persons unemployed or sick or old or widowed are found to be without 
adequate income for subsistence according to the standards adopted in the 
social surveys, this means that the t;>enefits amount to less than subsbtence · 
by those standards or do not last as long as the need, and that the assistance 
which supplements insurance is either insufficient in amount or available 
only on terms which make men unwilling to have recourse to it. None of 
the insurance benefits provided before the war were in fact designed with 
reference to the standards of the social surveys. Though unemployment 
benefit was not altogether out of relation to those standards, sickness and 
disablement benefit, old age pensions and widows' pensions were far below 
them~ while workmen's compensation was below subsistence I eve( for anyone 
who bad family responsibilities or whose earnings in work were less than 
twice the amount needed for subsistence. To prevent interruption or 
destruction of earning power from leading to want, it is necessary to improve 
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the present schemes of social insurance in three directions: by extension 
of-scope tn cover persons now excluded, by extension of purposes to cover 
1isks-now excluded, and by raising the rates of benefit. 
13. Abolition of want requires, second, adjustment of incomes, in periods 
of earning as well as in interruption of earning, to family needs, that is to 
say, in one form or another it requires allowances for children. Without 
such allowances as part of benefit or added to it, to make provision for large 
families. no social insurance against .interruption of earnings can be 
adequate. But, if children's allowances are given only when earnings 
are interrupted and are not given during earning also, two evils are un-
avoidable. First, a substantial measure of acute want will remain among 
the 10\yer paid workers as the accompaniment of large families. Second, 
in all such cases, income \\~ll be greater during unemployment or other 
interruptions of work than during work. 
U . By a double re-distribution of income through social insurance and 
children's a1lowances, want, as defined in the social surveys, could have been 
abolished in Britain before the present war. As is shown in par>t. 445, the 
income available to the British people was ample for such a purpose. The 
Plan for Social Security set out in Part V of this Report takes abolition of 
want after this war as its aim. It includes as its main method compulsory 
social insurance, with national assistance and voluntary insurance as 
subsidiary methods. It assumes allowances for dependent children, as part 
of its background. The plan assumes also establishment of comprehensive 
health and rehabilitation services and maintenance of employment, that is 
to say avoidance of mass unemployment. as necessary condition::; of ::mccc::;s 
in social insurance. These three n1easures--of chi1dren's allowances, 
health and rehabilitation services, and maintenance of employment-arc 
described as assumptions A, B and C of the plan ; they fall partly witlUil 
and partly without the plan itself, extending into other fields of social 
policy. They are discussed, therefore, not in the detailed exposition of 
the plan in Part V of the Report, but in Part VI, which is concerned with 
social security in relation to wider. issues. 
15. The plan is based on a diagnosis of want. It starts from facts, from 
the condition of the people as revealed by social surveys between the two 
wars. It takes a~count of two other facts about the British community, 
arising out of past movements of the birth rate and the death rate, which 
should dominate planning for its future; the main effects of these move-
ments in determining the present and future of the British people are shown 
by Table XI in para. 234. 'fhe first of the two facts is the age constitution 
of the population, making it certain that persons past the age that is now 
regarded as the end of warking life will be a much larger proportion of the 
whole community than at any time in the past. The secorul fact is the low 
reproduction rate of the British community today; unless this rate is raised 
vcrv mq.terially in the near future, a rapid and continuous decline oi the 
popMlation cannot be prevented. The first fact makes it necessary to seek 
ways of postponing the age of retirement from work rather than of hastening 
it. The second fact makes it imperative to give first place in social ex-
penditure to the care of childhood and to the safeguarding of maternity. 
16. The provision to be made for old age represents the largest and most 
rapidly grewing element in any social insurance scheme. The problem of 
· age is discussed accordingly in Part III of the Report as one of three special 
problems ; the measures proposed for dealing with this problem are sum-
marised in paras. 254-257. Briefly, the proposal is to introduce for all 
citizens adequate pensions without means test by stages over a transition 
pc~iod of twenty years, while providing immediate assistance pensions for 
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persons requiring them. In adopting a transition period for pensions as of 
right, while meeting immediate needs subject to consideration of means, the 
Plan for Social Security in Britain follows the precedent of New Zealand. 
The final rate of pensions in New Zealand is higher than that proposed in 
this Plan, but is reached only after a transition period of twenty-eight years 
as compared with twenty years suggested here; after twenty year7 the 
New Zealand rate is not very materially different from the b.,ic rate 
proposed for Britain. The New Zealand pensions are not conditional 
'upon retirement from work; for Britain it is proposed that they should be 
retirement pensions and that persons who continue at work and postpone 
retirement should be able to increase their pensions above the basic rate. 
The New Zealand scheme is less favourable than the plan for Britain in 
starting at a lower level; it is more favourable in some other respects. 
Broadly the two schemes for two communities of the British race are plans 
on the same lines to solve the same problem of passage from pensions based 
on need to pensions paid as of right to all citizens in virtue of contribution. 
SUMMAIW· oF PLAN FOR SociAL SECURITY 
17. The main feature of the Plan for Social Security is a schem..,.of social 
insurance against interruption ancl destruction of earning power and for 
special expenditure arising at birth, marriage or death. The scheme em-
bodies six fundamental principles: flat rate of subsistence benefit; flat 
rate of contribution; unification of administrative responsibility; adequacy 
of benefit; comprehensiveness; and classification. These principles are 
explained in paras. 303,.309. Based on them and in ·combination with 
national assistance and voluntary insurance as subsidiary methods, the aim 
of the Plan for Social Security is to make want under any circumstances 
unnecessary. 
18. A plan which is designed to cover so many varieties of human 
circumstance must be long and detailed. It must contain proposals of 
differing orders of certainty and importance. In preparing the Report, the 
question arose naturally as to how far it was necessary at this stage to enter 
into details, and whether it might not be preferable to deal with principles 
only. For two reasons it has appeared desirable, in place of giving an 
outline only, to set the proposals out in as much detail as the time allowed. 
The first reason is that the principles underlying any practical reform can 
be judged only by seeing how they would work in practice. The second 
reason is that if a Plan for Social Security is to come into operation when the 
war ends or soon after, there is no time to lose in getting the plan prepared 
as fully as possible. The many details set forth in Part V are neither 
exhaustive nor final; they are pl\t fon\'ard as a basis of discussion, but 
their formulation will, it is hoped, shorten subsequent discussion. Even 
among the major proposals of the Report there are differences of importance 
and of relevance to the scheme as a whole. There arc some proposals 
which, though important and desirable in themselves, could be omitted 
without changing anything else in the scheme. Three in particular in the 
list of major changes in para. 30 have this character and are placed in 
square brackets to indicate it. This does not mean that everything not 
bracketed is essential and must be taken or left as a whole. The six 
principles named above and all that is implied in them are f.undamental ; 
the rest of the scheme can be adjusted without changing its character; 
all rates of benefit and all details are by nature subject to amendment. 
19. The main provisions of the plan may be summarised as follows: 
(i) The plan covers all citizens without upper income limit, but has 
regard to their different ways of life; it is a plan all-embracing 
i ~ scope of persons and of needs, but is classified in application. 
s 
(ii) In relation to social security the population falls into four main 
classes of working age and two others below and above working 
age respectively, as follows : 
I. Employees, that is, persons whose normal occupation is 
employment under contract of service. 
I!. Others gainfully occupied, including employers, traders 
and independent workers of all kinds. 
Ill. Housewives, that is married women of working age. 
IV. Others of working age not gainfully occupied. 
\'. Below working age. 
\'I. Retired above working age. 
(iii) The sb<th of these classes will receive retirement pensions and the 
fifth will be covered by children's allowances, which will be paid 
from the National Exchequer in respect of all children when the 
responsible parent is in receipt of insurance benefit or pension, 
and in respect of all children except on·c in other cases. The four 
other classes ".ill be insured for security appropriate to their 
circumstances. All classes will be covered for comprehensive 
medical treatment and rehabilitation and for funeral expenses. 
(iv) Every person in Class I, II or IV will pay a single security con-
tribution by a stamp on a single insurance document each week 
or combination of weeks .. In Class I the employer also will 
contribute, affixing the insurance stamp and ded\lcting the 
employee's share from wages or salary. The contribution w11l 
dtlfcr from one class to another. according to the benefits provtdcd 
and will be higher for men than for women, so as to secure 
benefits for Class Ill. 
(") Subject to simple contribution conditions, every person in Class I 
will receive benefit for unemployment anu disability, pension on 
retirement, medical- treatment an<.l funeral expenses. Persons 
in Class IT will receive all these except unemployment benefit 
and disability benefit during the fir.t 13 weeks of disability. 
Persons in Class IV will receive all these except unemployment 
and disability benefit. As a substitute for unemployment 
benefit, training benefit will be available to persons in all classes 
other than Class I, to assist them to find new livelihoods if their 
present ones fail. :Maternity grant, provision for widow hood and 
separation and qualification for retirement pensions will be 
secured to all persons in Class III by virtue of their husbands' 
contributions ; in addition to maternity grant, housewives who 
take paid work will receive maternity benefit for thirteen weeks 
to enable then to give up working before and after childbirth. 
(vi) Unemployment benefit, disability benefit, basic retirement pension 
after a transition period, and training benefit will be at the same 
rate, irrespective of previous earnings. This rate will provide by 
itself the income necessary for subsistence in all normal cases. 
There will be a joint rate for a man and wife who is not gainfully 
occupied. \\'here there is no wife or she is gainfully occupied, 
there will be a lower single rate ; where there is no wife but a 
dependant above the age for children's allowance, there will be a 
dependant allowance. il!aternity benefit for housewives "·ho 
work also for gain will be at a higher rate than the single rate 
in unemployment or disability, while their unemployment and 
disabjlity benefit will be at a lower rate; there are special rates 
also for widowhood as described below. With tbe:;e exception:; 
' 
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all rates of benefit will be the same for n1en and for women. 
Disability due to industrial accident or disease will be treated 
like all other disability for the first thirteen weeks ; if disability 
continues thereafter, disability benefit at a flat rate will be 
replaced by an)ndustrial pension related to the earnings of the 
individual subject to a minimum and a maximum. 
(vii) Unemployment benefit will continue at the same .rate without 
means test so long as unemployment lasts, but will normally be 
subject to a condition of attendance at a work or training centre. 
after a certain period. Disability benefit will continue at the 
same rate without means test, so long as disability lasts or till 
it is replaced by industrial pension, subject to acceptance of 
suitable medical treatment or vocational training. 
(viii) Pensions (other than industrial) will be paid only on retirement 
from work. They may be claimed at any time after the minimum 
age of retirement, that is 65 for men and 60 for women. The 
rate of pension will be increased above the basic rate if retirement 
is postponed. Contributory pensions as of right will be raised 
to the full basic rate gradually during a transition period of 
twenty years, in which adequate pensions according to needs 
will be paid to all persons requiring them. -~·he position of 
existing pensioners will be safeguarded. 
(ix) " ' hile permanent pensions will no longer be granted to widows of 
working age without dependent children, there will be for all 
widows a temporary benefit at n higher rate than unemplorment 
or disability benefit, followed by training benefit where necessary. 
For widows with the care of dependent children there \\'ill be 
guardian benefit, in addition to the children's allowances, 
adel)uate for subsistence without other means. The position of 
existing widows on pension will be safeguarded. 
(x) For the limited number of ca.<es of need not covered bv social 
insurance, national assistance subject to a uniform means test 
will be available. 
(xi) 
(xii) 
~fedical treatment co\·ct-ing all rcquircn1enls will be provided for 
all citizens by a national health serVice organised under the 
health departments and post·medical rehabilitation treatment 
will be provided for all pcr.ons capable of profiting by it. 
A Jllinistry of Social Security will be established, r~ponsible for 
social insurance, national assistance and encouragement and 
supervision of voluntary insurance and will take over, so far as 
necessary for these purposes, the present work of other Govern-
ment Departments and of Local Authorities in these fields. 
THE NATt'RE OF SocrAL I~suRANCE 
20. Under the scheme of social insurance, which forms the main 
feature of this plan, every citizen of working age will contribute in his 
appropriate class according to the security that he needs, or as a married 
woman will have contributions made by the husband. Each will be 
covered for all his needs by a single weekly contribution on one insurance 
document. All the principal ca;h payments-for unemployment, disability 
and retirement will continue so long as the need lasts, without m~ans test, 
and will be paid from a Social lnsurance Fund built up by contributions 
from the insured persons, from their employers, if any, and from the State. 
This is in accord with two ,·iews as to the lines on which the problem of 
income maintenance should be approached, 
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21. The first view is that benefit in return for contributions, rather than 
free allowances from the State, is what the people of Britain desire. This 
rlesirc is shown both by the established popularity of compulsory insurance, 
ahd by the phenomenal gr0\\•1:h of voluntary insurance against sickness. 
against death and for endowment, and most recently for hospital treatment. 
It is shown in another way by the strength of popular objection to any kind 
of means t est. This objection springs not so much from a desire to get 
everything for nothing, as from resentment at a provision which appears to 
penalise what people ha,·e come to regard as the duty and pleasure of thrift, 
of putting pennies away for a rainy day. IHanagement of one's income is an 
essential clement of a citizen's freedom. Payment of a substantial part of 
the cost of benefit as a contribution irrespective ~f the means of the contri-
butor is the firm basis of a claim to benefit irrespective of means. 
22. The second view is that whatever n1oney is required for provision of 
in;mrance benefits, so long as they are needed, should come from a Fund to 
"hich the recipients have contributed and to which they may be required to 
make lar~er contributions if the Fund proves inadequate. The plan adopted 
since 1930 in regard to prolonged unemployment and sometimes suggested 
for prolonged disability, that the State should take this burden off insurance, 
in order to keep the contribution down , is wrong in principle. The insured 
persons should not feel that income for idleness, however caused, can come 
from a bottomless purSf'. The Go,·ernment should not feel that by paying 
doles it can aYoid the major reponsibility of seeing that unemployment and 
disease are reduced to the minimum. The place for direct expenditure and 
organisation by the State is in maintaining employment of the labour and 
other product h·e resources of the country, and in preventing and combating 
disease, not in patching an incomplete scheme of insurance. 
23. The State cannot be excluded altogether from giving direct 
n~~istance to individuals in need, after examination of their means. 
l lcm'C'Ycr comprehensi,·e nn insurance scheme, some. through physical 
inlirmih·, can m_, , ·er contribute at all and some will fall through the meshes 
of anv msurance. The making of insurance benefit without means test 
unlimited in duration inYolves of itself that conditions must be imposed 
at some ~tage or another as to how men in receipt of benefit shall use their 
time, so as to fit themselYes or to lcecp _themseh·es fit for service ; imposition 
of any condition means that the condition may not be fulfilled and that a 
case of assistance may arise. l\Iorco,·cr for one of the main purposes of 
social insurance-pro,·ision for old age or retirement-the contributory 
principle implies contribution for a substantial number of years; in the 
introduction of adequate contributory pensions there must be a period of 
transition during which those who have not qualified for pension by 
contribution but are in need have their needs met by assistance pen~ions. 
National a~si~tance is an essential snb!'idian· method in the whole Plan for 
Social Sccur~h·, and the work of the Assfstailce Board ~hows that assist~ nee 
subject to mCans test can be administered with sympathetic ju!'tice nnd 
discretion taking full account of indiYidual circumstances. But the scope 
of assistance will be narrowed frmn the beginning and will diminish 
throughout the transition period for pensions. The scheme of social 
insurance is designed of itself when in full operation to guarantee the 
income needed for subsistence in all normal cases. 
24. The scheme is described as a scheme of insurance, because it 
preser\"eS the contributory principle. It is de-scribed as social insurance to 
mark important distinctions from Yoluntary insurance. In the first place, 
while adjustment of premiums. to risks is of the essence of Yolunta~? 
insurance, since without this indiYiduals would not. of their own will 
insure, this adjustment is not essential in insurance which is made 
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compulsory by the power of the State. I11 the s~cond place, in providing 
for actual risks such as those of death, old age or sickness, it is necessary 
in voluntary insurance to fund contributions paid in early life in order to 
provide for the increasing risks of later life and to -accumulate resen·es 
against individual liabilities. The State "-ith its power of compelling 
successive generations of citizens to become insured and its power of 
taxation is not under the necessity of accumulating reserves for actuarial 
risks and has not, in fact, adopted this method in the past. The second of 
these two distinctions is one of financial practice only ; the first raises 
important questions of policy and equity. Though the State, in conducting 
compulsory insurance, is not under the necessity of varying the premilm1 
according to the risk, it may decide as a matter of policy to do so. 
25. \Vhen State insurance began in Britain, it was felt that compulsory 
insurance should be like voluntary insurance in adjusting premiums to 
risks. This was secured in health insurance by the system of Approved 
Societies. It was intended to be secured in unemployment insurance by 
variation of contribution rates between industries as soon as accurate 
valuation became possible, by encouragement of special schemes of insurance 
by industry, and by return of contributions to individuals who made no 
claims. In the still earlier institution of workmen's compensation, adjust-
ment of premiums to industrial risks was a necessary consequence of the 
form in which provision for industrial accidents was rnade, by placing 
liability on employers individually and leaving them to insure voluntarily 
against their liabilit)'. In the thirty years since 1912, there has been an 
unmistakable movement of public opinion away from these original ideas, 
that is to say; away from the principle of adjusting premiums to risks in 
compulsory insurance and in favour of pooling risks. This chang-o has 
been most marked and most complete in regard to unemployment, where, 
in the general scheme, insurance by industry, in place of covering a large 
part of the field, has been reduced to historical exceptions; today the 
common argument is that the volume of unemployment in an industry is 
not to any effective extent within its control ; that all industries clepencl 
upon one another, and that those which are fortunate in being regular 
should share the cost of unemployment in those which arc less regular. 
The same tendency of opinion in favour of pooling of social risks has shown 
itself in the views expressed by the great majority of witnesses to the 
present Committee in regard to health insurance. In regard to workmen's 
compensation, the same argument has been put by the Mineworkers' 
Federation to the Royal Commission on vVorkmen's Compensation ; as 
other industries cannot exist without coalmining, they have proposed that 
employers in all industries should bear equally the cost of industrial 
accidents and disease in coahnining as elsewhere. 
26. There is hero an issue of principle and practice on which strong 
arguments can be advanced on each side by reasonable men. But the 
general tendency of public opinion seems clear. After trial of a different 
principle, it has been found to accord best with the sentiments of the British 
people that in insurance organised by the community by use of compnlsoty 
powers each individual should stand in on the same terms ; none should 
claim to pay less because he is healthier or has more regular employment. , 
In accord with that view, the proposals of the Report mark another step 
forward to the development of State insurance as a new type CJf human 
institution, differing both from the former methods of preventing or 
alleviating distress and from voluntary insurance. The term "so'cial 
insurance " to describe this institution implies both that it is compulsory 
and that men stand together with their fellows. The term implies a 
pooling of risks except so far as separation of risks serves a social purpose. 
There may be reasons of social policy for adjusting premiums to risks, in 
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order to give a stimulus for avoidance of danger, ·as in the case of industrial 
accident and disease. There is no longer an admitted claim of the individual 
citizen to share in national insurance and yet to stand outside it, keeping 
the advantage of his individual lower risk whether of unemployment or of 
disease or accident. 
PRbVISIONAL RATES OF BENEFIT AND CONTRIBUTION 
27. Social insurance should aim at g1.1aranteeing the minimum income 
needed for subsistence. What the actual rates of benefit and contribution 
should be in terms of money cannot be settled now, and that for two reasons. 
First, it is impossible today to forecast with assurance the level of prices 
after the war. Second, determination of what is required for reasonable 
human subsistence is to some extent a matter of judgment; estimates on 
this point change with time, and generally, in a progressive community, 
change upwards. The procedure adopted to deal with this problem has 
been : first, from consideration of subsistence needs, as given by impartial 
expert authorities, to determine the weekly incomes which would have 
been sufficient for subsistence in normal cases at prices ruling in 1938; 
second, to derive from these the rates appropriate to a cost of living about 
25 per cent. above that of 1938. These rates of benefit, pension and grant 
are set out in para. 401 as provisional post-war rates ; by reference to them 
it is possible to set forth simply what appears to be the most appropriate 
relation between different benefits and what would be the cost of each 
benefit and of all benefits together; it is possible t .. show benefits in relation 
to contributions and taxation. But the provisional rates themselves are 
not essential. If the value of money when the scheme comes into operation 
differs materially from the assumptions on which the provisional rates are 
based, the rates could be changed without affecting the scheme in any 
important particular. If social policy should demand benefits on a higher 
scale than subsi.tence, the whole level of benefit and contribution rates 
could be raised without affecting the structure of the scheme. If social 
policy or financial stringency should dictate benefits on a lower scale, 
benefits and contributions could be lowered, though not perhaps so readily 
or without some adjustments within the scheme. 
28. The most important of the provisional rates is the rate of 40s. a 
week for a man and wife in unemployment and disability and after the 
transition period as retirement pension, iu addition to allowances for 
children at an average of Ss. per head per week. These amounts represent 
a large addition to existing benefits. They will mean that in unemployment 
and disability a man and wife, if she is not working, with two children, 
will receive 56s. a week without means test so long as unemployment or 
disability lasts, as compared with the 33s. in qnemployment and the !Ss. or 
7s. 6d. in sickness, with additional benefit in some Approved Societies, 
which they were getting before the war. For married women gainfull}' 
occupied, there will be a maternity benefit at the rate of 36s. a week for 
13 weeks, in addition to the maternity grant of £4 available for all married 
women. Other rates, as for widowhood and for industrial disability, show 
similar increases, as set out in detail in para. 284, in dealing with the Social 
Security Budget. There will be new benefits for funerals, marriage and 
other needs, as well as comprehensive medical treatment, both domiciliary 
and institutional, for all citizens and their dependants which, subject to 
further enquiry suggested in para. 437, will be without a charge on treat· 
ment at any point. At these provisional rates, the total Security Budget, 
:including children's allowances and free health and rehabilitation services, 
is estimated to amount to £697,000,000 in 19-15 as the first year of the plan, 
and £858,000,000 twenty years after, in 1965. The extent to which these 
sums represent new expenditure which is not now being incurred and the 
division of the total cost between insured persons, their employers and the 
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Exchequer are discussed in Part IV of the Report and pro'{isional rates 
of contribution are suggested in para. 403. The most important of these 
is the contribution of 4s. 3d. a week by an adult man in employment and 
3s. 3d. a week from his employer. At this rate, with corresponding rates 
for other classes, the contribution of insured employees in Class I for cash 
benefits, when the plan, including contributory pensions, is in fl\11 operation, 
is estimated to amount to about 25 per cent. of the cost of their cash 
benefits exclusive of allowances for children ; the balance will be provided 
by the employers' contributions and by taxation based on capacity to 
pay. At the Otttset, the contributions of insured persons will represent a 
larger proportion of the total cost ; the net addition to the burden on the 
National Exchequer in the first year as compared with expenditure under 
the existing arrangements, will be about £86,000,000. 
29. The attempt to fix rates of insurance benefit and pension on a 
scientific basis with regard to subsistence needs has brought to notice a 
serious difficulty in doing so in the conditions of modern Britain. This is 
the problem of rent • • • • • • • • • , • , • • , In this as in other respects, 
the framing of a satisfactory scheme of social security depends on the solu-
tion of other problems of economic and social organisation. But subject 
to unavoidable difficulties in giving a numerical value to the conception 
of a subsistence minimum, the scheme of social insurance outlined in this 
Report provides insurance benefit adequate to all normal needs, in duration 
and in amount. It is at the same time a scheme from which the anomalies 
and overlapping, the multiplicity of agencies and the needless adminis-
trative cost which mark the British Social Services today, have been 
removed and have been replaced by co-ordination, simpl~city and economy. 
UNIFIED SOCIAL SECURITY AND THE CHANGES _INVOLVED 
30. The advantages of unified social security are great and unquestion-
able. They can be obtained only at the cost of changek in the present 
administrative machinery whose necessity needs to be provecl and can he 
proved case l?Y case. The principal changes from present practice that 
are involved in the plan are set out below. The reasons for each o( these 
changes are given in Part II ; in one or two cases they are set out there 
only briefly, in anticipation of fuller discussion. 
(1) Unification of social insurance in respect of contributions, that is 
to say, enabling each insured person to obtain all benefits by a. 
single weekly contribution on a single document. 
(2) Unification of social insurance and assistance in respect of admin-
istration in a Ministry · of Social Security with local Security 
Offices within reach of 1111 insured persons .. 
(3) Supersession of the present system of Approved Societies giving 
unequal benefits for equal compulsory contributions [combined 
with retention of Friendly Societies and Trade Unions giving 
sickness benefit as responsible agents for the administration o( 
State benefit as well as voluntary benefit for their members]. 
(-I,) Supersession of the present scheme of workmen's compensation and 
inclusion of provision for industrial accident or disease within 
the unified social insurance scheme, subject to (a) a special 
method of meeting the cost of this provision, and (b) special 
pensions for prolonged disability and grants to dependants in 
cases of death due to such causes. ' 
(5) Separation of medical_ treatment from the administration of cash 
benefits and the settmg up of a comprehenstve medtcal servtce for 
every citizen, covering all treatment and every form of disability 
under the supervision of the Health Departments. 
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(6) RecQgnition of housewives as a distinct insurance class of occupied 
persons with benefits adjusted to their special needs, including 
(a) in all cases [marriage grant], maternity grant, widowhood and 
separation provisions and retirement pensions; (b) if not gainfully 
occupied, benefit during husband's unemployment or disability; 
(c) if gainfully occupied, special maternity benefit in addition to 
grant, and lower unemployment and disability benefits, accom-
panied by abolition of the Anomalies Regulations for Married 
Women. 
(7) Extension qf insurance against prolonged disability to all persons 
gainfully occupied and of insurance for retirement pensions to all 
persons of working age, whether gainfully occupied or not. 
(8) Provision of training benefit to facilitate change to new occupations 
of all persons who lose their Jormer livelihood, whether paid or 
unpaid. 
(9) Assimil;tion of benefit and pension rates for unemployment, 
disability other than prolonged disability due to industrial 
. accident or disease, and retirement. 
(10) Assimilation of benefit conditions for unemployment and disability, 
including disability due to industrial accident or disease, in 
respect of waiting time. 
(11) Assimilation of contribution conditions for unemployment and 
disability benefit, except where disability is due to industrial 
accident or disease, and revision of contribution conditions for 
pension. 
(1 2) i)Iaking of unemployment benefit at full rate indefinite in duration, 
subject to requirement of attendance at a work or training 
centre after a limited period of unemployment. 
(13) Making of disability benefit at full rate indefinite in duration, 
subject to imposition of special behaviour conditions. 
(14) Making of pensions, other than industrial, conditional on retirement 
from work and rising in value with each year of continued 
contribution after the minimum age of retirement, that is to say, 
after 65 for men and 60 for women. 
(IS) Amalgamation of the' special schemes of unemployment insurance, 
for agriculture, banking and finance and insurance, with the 
general scheme of social insurance. 
(16) Abolition of the exceptions from insurance 
(a) of persons in particular occupations, such as the civil 
service, local government service, police, nur"Sing, 
railways, and other pensionable employments, and, in 
respect of unemployment insurance, private indoor 
domestic service ; 
(b) of persons remunerated above £420 a year in non-manual 
occupations. 
(17) Replacement of unconditional inadequate widows' pensions by 
provision suited to the varied needs of widows, including 
temporary widows' benefit at a special rate in all cases, training 
benefit when required and guardian benefit so long as there are 
dependent children . 
(18) Inclusion of universal funeral grant in compulsory insurance. 
(19) Transfer to the lllinistry of Social Security of the remaining 
functions of Local Authorities in respect of public assistance, 
other than treatment and services of an institutional character. 
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(20) Tran&ler to the Ministry of Social Security of responsibility for the 
maintenance. of blind persons and the framing of a new scheme 
for maintenanc-e and welfare by co-operation between the 
Ministry, Local Authorities and voluntary agencies. 
(21) Transfer to the Ministry of Social Security of the functions of the 
Assistance Board, of the work of the Customs and Excise Depart-
ment in respect of non-contributory pension~, and probably of 
the employment service of the Ministry of Labour and National 
Service, in addition to unemployment insurance, and the work 
of other departments in connection with the administration o£ 
cash benefits of all·kinds, including workmen's compensation. 
·(22) Substitution for the Unemployment Insurance Statutory Com-
mittee of a Social Insurance Statutory Committee with similar 
but extended powers. 
[(23) Conversion of the business of industrial assurance into a public 
service under an Industrial Assurance Board]. 
31. This considerable list of changes does not mean that, in the proposals 
of the Report, either the experience or the achievements of the past are 
forgotten. What is proposed today for unified social security springs out 
of what has been accomplished in building up security piece by piece, 
It retains the contributory principle of sharing the cost of security between 
three parties-the insured person himself, his employer, if he has an 
employer, and the State. It retains and extends the principle that com-
pulsory insuranco should provide a flat rate of benefit, irrespective of earn-
ings, in return for a flat contribution from all. It retains as the best 
method of contribution the system of insurance documents and insurance 
stamps. It builds upon the experience gained in the administration of 
unemployment insurance. and later of unemployment assistancC', of a 
national administration which is not centralised at Whitehall butjs ·carried 
ont through responsible regional and local officers, acting at all points in 
close co·operation with representatives of the communities which they 
serve. It provides for retaining on a new basis the association of Friendly 
Societies with national health insurance. It provides for retaining within 
the general framework of a unified scheme some of the spedal features of 
workmen's compensation and for converting the associations for mutual 
indemnity in the industries chiefly concerned into new organs of industrial 
co·operation and self-government. While completing the transfer from 
local to national government of assistance by cash payments, it retains a 
vital place for Local Authorities in the provision of institutions and in the 
organisation and maintenance of services connected with social welfare. 
The scheme proposed here is in some ways a revolution, but in more im-
portant ways it is a natural d"!lvelopment from the past, It is a British 
revolution. 
32. The Plan for Social Security is put forward as something that could 
be in operation in the immediate aftermath of the war. In the Memoran-
dum by the Government Actuary on the financial aspects of the plan, 
which is printed as Appendix A to the Report, it is assumed, for the 
purpose of relating the estimates of expenditure to the numbers of the 
population, that the plan will begin to operate on 1st July, 1944, so that 
the first full year of benefit will be the calendar year 1945. But in view of the 
legislative and administrative work involved in bringing the plan into force, 
so early a date as this "~ll be possible only if a decision of princi~le on the 
plan is taken in the near future by the Government and by Parhament. 
(Paragraphs 33-40 of Part I arc conce·med with the procedure of tho 
Committee.) 
* • .. • • 
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PART 11 
THE PRINCIPAL CHANGES PROPOSED AND THEIR REASONS 
Part 11 contai11s a discussion of each of the 23 Ohanges listed i 11 para. 30 
of Part I and gives the reasons for each proposal. 
PART Ill 
THREE SPECIAL PROBLEMS 
Section 1 , 1 
BENEFIT RATES AND THE PROBLEM OF RENT 
Srction I of Part Ill discztsses in terms of 1938 prices, the minimum income 
•·eqwred for subsistence. Paragraph 193 states : • I 
The rates of benefit or pension provided by social insurance should be 
~uch as to secure for all normal cases an income adequate for subsistence. 
on the assumptions :-
(a) that assistance will be available to meet abnormal subsistence 
needs: 
(b) that voluntary insurance and saving to provide for standards of 
life above subsistence minimum will be encouraged and made 
easy. 
Tl1c conclusions of this Sectio11 are givm in paragraphs 229-232 :-
229. The foregoing discussion suggests that at 1938 prices and on the 
assumption of a uniform allowance of lOs. a week for rent of a household 
the subsistence benefit should be 19s. a week for men of working age and 
I Ss. a week for women of working age, and 32s. for a man and wife together. 
The corresponding subsistence pensions for retired persons should be 
17s. Gd. single and 29s. Gd. for a couple, assuming Gs. for rent in the former 
case and Ss. 6d. for rent in the latter case. The subsistence needs of 
children should be put materially higher than has been customary hitherto 
in discussions of children's allowances. 
230. On these estimates of subsistence needs, two pract[cal decisions 
have to be taken. The first is whether differentiation by sex should be 
maintained. The strongest reason for giving women, as sUch, lower rates 
of benefit than men would be a desire to avoid imposing on women rates 
of contribution excessive for their wages. 'Vomen's contributions will in 
any case be substantially below those of men, which have to carry pro-
vision for housewives. To make any further substantial difference between 
the contributions of the sexes women's benefit rates would need to differ 
from men's rates by much more than Is. a week during unemployment and 
disability than can be justified by examination of subsistence needs. On 
balance it seems not worth while to maintain any difference betv,reen the 
rates of single men and of single women. The second ques~ion is whether 
the pensions on retirement should, in accordance with subsistence needs, 
be put below the working age benefits. The final answer to this depends 
on the discussion of the problem of old age in the following section. For 
the reasons given in para. 251 it is suggested that the insurance scheme 
5hould provide retirement pensions at the level of working age benefits 
and above subsistence needs. 
' I . 
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231. The rates named above are based on 1938 prices. At the date of 
this Report (November, 1942) the cost of living is about 30 per cent. above 
the level o! 1938. The level at which prices ";ll tend to settle after the 
war cannot be foretold ; it is unlikely that they will return in any short 
period to the pre-war level; it is reasonable to hope that they may be 
kept near the present level. As a basis of discussion, in framing the Social 
Security Budget, it has been assumed that the cost of living after tbe war 
will settle at about 25 per cent. above 1938. This yields in round figures 
a provisional post-war rate of benefit for a man and wife together of 40s. 
a week, and for a man or woman alone of 24s. a week, neglecting any 
difference of sex and rounding the single pen;on's rate up to the nearest Is. 
These provisional rates allow for a rise of 25 per cent. or a little more in 
the cost of all·necessaries. including rent and including also the margin 
suggested in para. 221. If rents can be kept at their pre-war level, the 
provisional rates are sufficient for a rise of about 33 per cent. on the other 
necessaries, including the margin. If, in spite of a rise of materially more 
than 25 per cent. over all necessaries, including rent, the provisional rate 
of unemployment or disability benefit for a man and wife together is kept 
at 40s. a week, this means cutting into the margin; if the margin is left 
out altogether, 40s. a week covers a rise of 33 per cent. in the cost of Jiving, 
including rent. If retirement pensions are put at the same provisional 
rate o: 40s. joint and 24s. single there is a further margin, because the 
actual subsistence needs are lower. For young persons of both sexes 18-20 
a provisjpnal rate of 20s. a week is suggested and for boys and girls one of 
!Ss. a week. 
232. For children's allowances it seems reasonable to take a provisional 
post-war rate o£ 9s. a week, covering an increase of nearly 30 per cent. in 
cost of subsistence above the 7s. required at 1938 prices. This does not 
include anything for rent or allow any margin. On the other hand, 
substantial provision in kind is already being made for children through 
school meals and supply of free or cheap milk. Allowing for this, in 
framing the Social Security Budget in Part IV the average cost of allow-
ances in addition to existing provision has been put at Ss. per head per 
week. 
• • 
The provisional rates of benefit based on this examination of the 
minimum income for subsistence are given in para. 40 l. 
Section 2 
THE PROBLEM OF AGE 
233. The problem of the nature and extent of the provision to be made 
for old age is the most important, and in some ways the most difficult, 'of 
all the problems of social security. lt is so for two main reasons. 
234. First, age, as a cause of inability to earn after childhood is past, 
exceeds in importance all the other causes of such inability together. 
Just before the present war there were at any moment about twice as many 
people in B•itain of pensionable age, that is to say, 65 and upwards for men 
and 60 and upwards for women, as there were n1en and women of working 
age dependent on their earnings who could no~ earn through unemployment 
or disability of all kinds. The cost of pens10ns relatively to the rest of 
socifll security will increase inevitably through increase in the proportion 
of people of pensionable age in the population. This is ·shown by Table XI 
based . on the \\'hite Paper as to Current Trends of Population in Great 
Dritain prepared by the Registrar-General and on further information 
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supplied by him. The persons of pensionable age (65 for men and 60 for 
women) at the begin !ling of the century were about 2} millions or I in 17 of 
the whole population; in 1931 they were about 4} millions or I in 10 of the 
population; in 1961, less than twenty years from now, they will be moro 
than 8 millions or I in 6 of the population, and they will continue to increase 
proportionately to the rest. On the other side, the Table shows -the 
continuous decline of the child population which, if not arrested, will after 
1971 hring about a rapid diminution of the whole population. I n 190 1 
there wCTe more than five children under IS for every person of pensionable 
age. In 1961, less than twenty years from now, there will be one child 
under 15 for e,·ery person of pensionable age, and in 1971 the children will 
be outnumbered by the possible pensioners. These figures depend upoh t he 
a"umptions made as to the future of birth-rates and death-rates, and the 
results will be different if these assumptions are not realised. In particular 
a large increase in the birth-rate would increase the number of children 
relatively to others. 
TABLE XI 
EsTIMATED POPULATION OF GREAT BRITAI:'I BY AGE GROUPS 1901 TO J9i1 
Total Per Men 15-64 Per Men65 Per 
Year Popula- Under cent. \\'omen cent. and over cent. 15 of 15-59 (both of Women 60 of tion Total inclusive) Total and over Total 
1001 36,999,946 12,040,841 32·5 22,674,624 61 ·3 2,284,481 6·2 
1911 40,83I,396t 12,587,504 30·8 25,495,097 62·4 2,748,416 6·7 
1921 42,769, 196t 11,940, 167 27·9 27,479,043 64 ·2 3,349,222 7 ·8 
1931 44,795,3S7t 10,825.072 24·2 29,674,695 66·2 4,295,430 !l·G 
1,941 -16.5G5,000 9,573,000 20·6 31,421,000 67·5 5,571,000 12·0 
1'151 •1 47,501,000 9,054,000 19 ·1 31,548,000 66·41 6,899,000 114·5 19611 47,192,000 8,43:!,000 17·9 30,710,000 65· 1 8,049,000 17 · I 
1971 45,980,000 7,6ob,ooo 16·5 28,804,000 62·6 9,576,000 20·8 
.. • These eshmates are based on the assumptions as to fertihty and mortahty 
given in the \\Oite Paper on "Current Trend of Population in Great Britain" 
and depend upon the validity of those assumptions. 
t These figures include a few persons not classified by age and therefore not 
iocluded in any of the three age groups. 
235. Second, the economic and social consequences of old age in the 
individual case are not uniform. Old age may cause acute poverty and it 
may cause no poverty at all . Mr. Rowntree in 1936 found that in York 
the poverty due to old age was more acute than that due to any other single 
cause. That was before. the institution of supplementary pensions in 1940. 
But even then a great many of the aged were not in want at al l. Of a ll the 
old age pensioners in York in 1936, only one-third were living below Mr. 
Howntrce's standard of human needs. For the rest, their pension of ! Os. 
a week, with other resources, of their own or of their families,, was enougb. 
to keep them above that standard. This conclusion of Mr. Rowntree's 
accords well ,dth the fact that at the end of 1941 only37 per cent., just over 
one-third, of all persons having contributory or non-contributory pensions 
had claimed and qualified for supplementary pensions; the rest, nearlv 
two-thirds, had either felt able to manage without applying for supple-
mentation or had been disqualified under the means test. Besides these 
pensioners on !Os. a week who either did not claim or did not qualify for 
supplement, there are many old people who have no pension at all, yet arc 
not in such need as leads them to apply for public assistanc~. Of all persons 
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over 65 in Britain just before the war, nearly a thlrd, and of those over 70 
about one-fifth, were not in receipt either of State pensions or of public 
assistance in any form. Of course, this meant in some cases that they were in 
want, but would not apply for assistance. It meant in the majority of cases 
that they were maintained by relations, by their work or savings, by pen-
sions provided otherwise than throrlgh the general State scheme, or by a 
combination of these methods. The first two of these methods are clearly 
the most important. Superannuation provision is made now for persons 
in particular occupations by the State, by local authorities, and by many 
private employers, and it is made by some Trade Unions and Friendly 
Societies for their members, but it is doubtful if all these forms of super-
annuation'provision, taken together, cover as much as one·tenth of the 
whole field. 
236. The first of the features noted above, namely tl!e scale of the 
problem of old age, has two implications. On the one hand, the provision 
made for age must be satisfactory; othenvise great numbers may suffer. 
On the other band, every shilling added to pension rates is extremely 
costly in total ; when the number of persons of pensionable age reaches 
8 millions, as it will in less than twenty years, every weekly shilling on the 
pension will mean £20,000,000 a year on the cost of pensions for all ; Ss. will 
mean £100,000,000 a year. It is dangerous to be in any way lavish to old 
age, until adequate provision has been assured for all other vital needs, 
such as the prevention of disease and the adequate nutrition of the young. 
237. Age at present is dealt with, so far as the State is concerned, by a 
threefold system of pensions: (a) contributory pensions of lOs. a week 
given to men at 65 or women at 60 without means test and irrespective of 
·whether they are working or not, but limited practically to persons who have 
been in employment; (b) non-contributory pensions of !Os. or less at the 
age of 70 subject to a means test; (e) supplementary pensions confined to 
persons in receipt of one or other of the two classes of pensions named above, 
designed to meet needs adequately, subject to a means test different from 
that applied f!lr non·contributory pensions. These arrangements, in addi-
tion to divisioa of authority and unjustifiable differences of means test 
policy, have two principal defects. First, pensions, both contributory and 
supplementary, before the age of 70 are limited practically to persons in 
Class I. They are not generally available to persons who have worked on 
their own account or the wives or widows of such persons, or to persons or 
the wives of persons who have not been gainfully occupied. Since 1937 
such persons, with others, have been able to enter a special scheme of 
voluntary insurance for pension, but apart from this no public provision 
is made for them in old age, except public assistance ; recourse to public 
assistance means recourse to an independent authority applying its own 
test of means. Second, the contributory pensions given as of right are 
manifestly inadequate, if there are no other resources; at the same time 
they are often superfluous, since they may be drawn by people still able 
to earn a full living. 
• • • 
TRANSITION PERIOD OF RISING PENSION RATES 
24 I. These considerations point to the need for a transition period, 
during which passage from the present combination of inadequate contri-
b'utory pensions and means pensions to adequate contributory pensions 
for all can be accomplished. They suggest introduction of contributory 
pensions not at full subsistence level from the outset, bllt rising gradually 
to that level over a period of years, with assistance pensions granted 
Jlleauwhile, after examination of individual needs and means, to ensure 
that no old person is in want. In the scheme of social security recently 
--
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. established in New Zealand there is for pensions a transition period of 
28 years; pensions without means test for all citizens over 65 beginning 
in 1940 at £10 a year rise to £78 a year in 1968 , meanwhile an age benefit 
of 30s. a week subject to reduction for means is available forthwith. For 
Britain the transition period suggested is one of 20 years from 1945 taken 
as the first year of the new Plan for Social Security to 1965 as the first 
year in which contributory pensions will become payable as of right 
irrespective of means at the full provisional rate of 40s. joint for man and 
wife or 24s. single. The treatment in the transition period o{ persons 
standing in different relations to the present insurance schemes rait.;CS 
diflicult questions of both equity and administration. The persons to bp 
com;idered fall into three main groups ; those who at the launching of 
the new scheme will have complete qualification for contributory pensions 
under the old scheme in the sense that if they were then of pensionable age 
they would receive pensions; those who will have no contribution qualifica-
tion at all for pensions under the old scheme; and those who will havo 
made some contributions for such pensions but not enough to complete 
their qualification. 
242. The persons with complete qualification for contributory pensions 
under the old scheme are those who are already in receipt of contributory 
pensions and those who, at 1st July, 1944, have at least five years of 
continuous insurance for pensions. The proposal made here is that, subject 
to the retirement condition mentioned below, all these persons should 
receive contributory pensions at the basic rate of 2Ss. joint (i.e. for man 
and wife) or 14s. single in- 1945, rising every two years by increments of 
1<. 6tl. joint or Is. single up to the full basic rate of 40s. joint or 24s. single 
in 1965. On this proposal, all persons in this group will at all times have 
the same rate of basic contributory pension, irrespective of the date on 
which they reach pensionable age and claim pension. Those who claim 
in 1945 will get 25s. joint, rising to 26s. 6d. in 1947, to 2Ss. in 1949 and So 
on. Those "ho claim for the first time in 1949 will come in at 2Ss. joint ; 
they will not get more because they have contributed lon(l'er under the 
new scheme. The second group, i.e. persons with no qualifications for the 
present pensions, are in the main the new classes proposed to be brought 
into pension · insurance, namely Class II (persons &ainfully occupied 
othenvise than under contract of service), Class IV (persons of working 
age not occupied) and persons in Class I who hitherto have been excepted 
from insurance. All these persons will contribute for pensions for the first 
time under the new scheme. It is proposed that they should be required 
to contribute for 10 years before being qualified for any pension. There-
after, i.e .. from 1955 onwards, on reaching the minimum pensionable age 
and retiring, they will receive a basic pension of 25s. joint or 14s. sjngle, 
rising by Is. 6d. joint or I'· single for every further year of contribution 
thereafter, the full basic rate of 40s. joint, or 24s. single being reached in 
1965 for those claiming pension then or thereafter. Since persons in this 
group who arc already within 10 years of pensionable age, that is to say, 
arc over 55 for men or 50 for women at 1st July, 1944, may not be able to 
qualify for any pension, all such persons will have tho option of applying 
for exemption from contribution for pensions, that is to say, will pay 
only that part o( the insurance contribution which is required for purposes 
other than pension. As is explained below, many such persons may in fact 
be able to qualify for full pension by continuing to work and contribute 
after pensionable age. The third group includes persons who have made 
some compulsory contributions for pensions under the old scheme before 
1st July: 1944, but have not the full qualification of five years' continuous 
insurance up ti!l then. It includes also the special voluntary contributors 
for pensions under the Act of 1937 who have subscribed for pensions and 
under present conditions can obtain them after ten years of contribution. 
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The precise arrangements in regard to these classes must be defined by 
Regulations giving them the appropriate intermediate position between 
the first and second groups in respect of their former contributions. These 
Regulations will presumably require insured persons to establish their 
claim to be in the intermediate group by some contributions made before 
the adoption of the scheme by the Gover.nment is announced. 
243. The proposals in paragraph 242 make a distinction in the applica• 
tion of the rising scale of contributory pensions as between the first group of 
persons (with full qualifications under the old scheme) and those in the 
second group (with no qualifications under the old scheme). For the former 
group the rate of pensions rises by simple eflluxion of time. All persons 
in this group at any one time will have the same rate of basic contributory 
pension : they proceed together up the rising scale of pensions, irrespective 
of the point at which they entered it and irrespective, therefore, of the 
number of contributions paid under the new scheme. The rate o,f pension for 
each individual in the second group depends not merely on efflux ion of time, 
but on the date after 1954 at which he retires on pension, that is to say, on 
the number of contributions paid by him under the new scheme; for he has 
made no contributions under the old scheme. A person in this group who 
claims pension as soon as be has contributed for ten years in 1955 will get 
14s. as basic pension for the rest of his life. His pension will not go up in 
1956, while a person who does not retire till 1956 \\~ll obtain not 14s. but 
I Ss. a week. It is a,rguable that both classes should be treated alike, either in 
the direction of making pensions rise by simple eflluxion of time in both 
cases or by fixing pension for each individual according to the date of his 
first claiming. The case for the procedure proposed in regard to the second 
group is that, on the whole, the people in this group have a relatively "large 
number for whom pension provision is being made in other ways; it is not 
unreasonable to enforce a strict contribution condition upon them. The 
difficulty of applying the same procedure to the first group lies partly in the 
very differing contribution records before 19~5 of those who will be in this 
group, and partly in the fact that to apply this procedure will mean that all 
those who retire and claim pension during the transition period will perman-
ently have less than the full basic rate of pension, and thus if they have no 
other resources may be permanently in need of assistance. As this group 
includes most of the pensioners, it is important to frame a scheme which, 
so far as possible, will bring them all to the full basic rate and above need 
for assistance by the end of the transition period. If on further considera-
tion of the equities as between the two classes it appeared desirable to treat 
the second group in the same way as the first group, and place all on a 
general rising scale irrespective of the date of claiming pensions and of the 
number of contributions old or new, this would increase the expenditure on 
pensions in 1965 by about £15,000,000 a year. If, on the other hand, it 
appeared desirable and practicable to treat the first group on the lines 
proposed for the second group, and make the basic pensions of the first 
group vary with the date when they claimed pension and the number of 
contributions paid under the new scheme-this would decrease the expendi-
ture on pensions in 1965 by <J.bout £30,000,000. 
PENSIONS CONDITIONAL ON RETIREMENT 
244. Pensions have been .;;poken of above as provision for people who 
are past work. Pensions adequate for subsistence without other means 
should be gi,·en only to people who, after reaching a minimum age for 
retirement, have in fact retired from work. To give a full subsistence 
income to every citizen on his or her reaching the age of 65 or 60 would 
impose an unjustifiable and harmful burden on all citizens below that age. 
The practical problems of making pensions conditional upon retirement are 
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considered below. They are certainly not insoluble, nor can imposition of a 
retirement condition for receipt of pension be described as a means test, 
any more than imposition of a condition that a man should be unable to 
obtain work, in order to obtain unemployment benefit, can be described a<; 
a means test. The pensions proposed in the Plan for Social Security are 
retirement pensions, not old age pensions. There is no fixed age for retire-
ment, but only a minimum pension age, 65 for men and 60 for women, at 
or after whlch each individual has the option of retiring and claiming 
pension. Till he does so, contribu.tions by or on b<;half of him have to be 
paid in the same way as for all other persons. 
245. i\!aking receipt of pension conditional on retirement is not intended 
to t>ncourage or hasten retirement. On the contrary, the conditions govern-
ing pension should be such as to encourage every person who can go on 
worl<ing after reaching pensionable age, to go on working and to postpone 
retirement and the claiming of pension. The large and gro\vjng proportion 
of the total population who ,v;ll be above the pensionable ages of 65 for 
men and 60 for women, makes it essential to raise the average age of retire-
ment, if possible, and in any case to avoid doing anything which may bring 
about earlier retirement than at present. It is neither politically feasible 
nor would it be right to raise the statutory minimum age for pensions. 
The capacity of different people for work late in life varies from individual 
to individual. To attempt to force people to retire before their powers and 
desire for work fail, and to compel them by a rise in the minimum age of 
pensions to struggle on after their powers have failed, are t\' o errors and 
mjustices which should be avoided by any system of social insurance de-
signed to increase human happiness. The right way of encouraging post-
ponement of retirement is to make it attractive for people who can remain 
at work after they have reached the minimum pension age to do so : such 
people should be all<lwecl, by continuing to contribute. and postponing claim 
to pension, to qualify for ;m addition to the basic rate which is $iven if 
pension is claimer} at the minimum age. The object o[ encouraging continu· 
nnce of wOI-k in later life will not be attained by granting pensions without 
a retirement condition. If these pensions are adequate for subsistence they 
will obviously encourage retirement. Even inadequate unconditional 
pensions will encourage early retirement in many cases. There are other 
superannuation schemes for some of which pension can be drawn only on 
retirement which may be earlier or later according to the choice of the 
individual ; provision of universal unconditional pensions by the Sta.te will 
lead many people to take this with their other superannuation provision 
and retire. 
2~6. The rates of pension named in the preceding paragraphs have been 
described accordingly as basic pensions; they are the rates for those who 
retire and cJaim pension as soon as they reach the minimum pensionable 
age. Any person who on reaching this age postpones claiming pension will 
have his pension increaserl in respect of each year of postponement. It is 
sugge5ted that this increase should be at the rate of 2s. a week 011 a joint 
pension or Is. a week on a single pension for each year of postponement, 
add•d to whatever would have been the basic pension for that individual, if 
he had reached minimum pensionable age in the year in which he cJaims 
pension. The effect of this can be illustrated by considering particular 
cases of persons in the first and second groups respectively. A married man 
in the first group (i.e. qualified for contributory pension under the present 
scheme) who reaches the age of 65 in 1949, if he then retires will receive a 
basic pension of 28s. a week, which by 1953 will rise to 3ls. ; if instead of 
retiring he goes on working to 1953, he will be able to retire in 1953 on a 
pension of 39s. and ,,;11 always have Ss. more a week than he would have 
had by retiring at 65. A married man in the second group (i.e. one outside 
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the present contributory class) who reaches the age of 65 in 1955 and retires 
then will have a pension of 25s. and will remain always at that figure ; if 
he postpones retirement for four years to 1959, his basic pension will be 
3ls. and he will have an additional Ss. in respect of continuing to work after 
the minimum pensionable age, making his pension 39s. The increases for 
postponement after minimum pensionable age are designed to give to the 
individual some, though not all, of the saving in pension expenditure 
resulting through his postponement and are related, therefore, to the amount 
of the basic pension which is postponed. When the basic pension reaches its 
full rate in 1965 for both groups it would be appropriate to make the increase 
for each year of postponement greater. The question may also arise of 
imposing a maximum upon the amount of total pension. 
SAFEGUARDIKC OF EXISTING PENSIONERS 
250. In the application of the new scheme the position of all persons 
who at the beginning of the scheme, taken as 1st July, 1944, have pensions 
under the old scheme will be safeguarded. Those already in .receipt of 
contribut01-y pensions of lOs. a week without retirement condition will be 
allowed to retain their present pensions so long as they like continuing to 
work and to contribute; when they retire, "ill enter the scale at the 
appropriate point. The same princiPle of safeguarding existing pensioners 
will apply also to non-contributory means test pensions. If. as is possible, 
the means test for the larger assistance pensions proposed is in some way 
more stringent than that for tl1e non-contrihntory pensions now giYen at 
the age of 70, existing pensioners will keep the benefit of their present 
means test. The same principle will safegnard other special cases, such 
as that of women who were widowed before the Act of 1926. 
251. The final rate suggested for basic pension (~Os. joint and 2~s. 
single) is the same as that suggested for uncmplo~·ment and di-.ahilit~· 
benefit. On strict subsistence argmncnts, it is pos~i\Jlc to ju~ttfy putting 
the rate o£ basic pension below the rate of worhinq age benefit, ~ay :r;.__ 
joint and 22s. 6d. single. But there is strong puhhc opinion in favour of 
Recuring for the aged something more than bare subsistence. and apart from 
this there is COil\·enience in keeping pensions at least eq,ual to working age 
benefits in order to aYoid stepping down from benefit to pension on reaching 
a parbcular birthda,·. To keep the ultimate rate of contributory pensions 
to 37s. joint and 22s. 6d. single \\ill cflect a saving only in 1965; by that 
time it is reasonable to hope that such a ~aYing will not appear necessary. 
252. There is nothing sacred about the number of years suggested here for 
the transition period ; ij: is possible to argue for more or for less than 20 years. 
But the case for anythin?: less than 20 years is not ~trong. A male employee 
WhO payS for 20 years from the age Of -45 to 65 Will ha\·C ptOYidcd personally 
] c~s than one-sixth of the Yalue of hig pension. ha\'ing pnid fl\·e-twclfth.:; 
of the full actuarial contribution for the last 20 years of his working life 
in place of 49 years; an independent worker paying both the employer's 
and the employee's share willlmYc pro,·ided less than one-third. Employees 
who contribute under the new scheme for the full49 years-people reaching 
the age of JG after the appointed day in 19H-will provide ~2 per cent. of 
their own pensions ; the compensation to them is that the State takes off 
them. largely by assistance pensions at once and wholly by contributory 
pensions in 20 years at latest. the burden of providing for their parents. 
From another point of Yiew-that of gi,·ing time for re-adjustment of 
existing Yoluntary schemes of superannuation-a substantial tran~itional 
period is necessary. Gi,·en a sufficient proYision of assistance pensions 
to those who need them the transition im·olYes no ha'rdship . 
• • 
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CONCLUSIO:< 
2.';~. There is no valid objection, either on the ground of equity or on the 
g-round that a means test may discourage thrift, to postponing introduction 
of adequate contributory pensions for a substantial period of transition, 
during which needs are met by pensions subject to means test. As regards 
CC]uity, the people who reach pensionable age during the transition period 
w1ll not have paid contributions at the new rates for any substantial time. 
As regards thrift, only those who are now so old that they may expect 
to rN1uire pensions before the transition period ends can be affected at all, 
and of these only a small proportion con be nffected substantially. The 
ri..,ing- ~calc of contributory penc;ions will make it possible for eyeryone 
e":ept people who are already close to pension ase, by a very moderate 
additional provision of their own, to secure income adequate for subsistence 
and have no need for any means pension. There is all the difference in the 
world between a permanent system of pensions subject to means test and 
a transitional system of supplementation of rising contributory pensions, 
such as is suggested here. The first must be rejected ; the second is not 
open to serious objection. 
256. The main proposals in regard to pensions in old age may be summed 
up as follows :-
(1) The Plan for Social Security includes the provision of pensions at 
basic rates equivalent to those for unemployment and disability 
benefit, that is to sav, 40s. a \\Cek joint for man and wife and 
2-ts. for a single pensioner, for all citizens "ithout means test in 
virtue of contributions. · 
(2) These contributory pensions will be introduced gradually over a 
transition period of a suggested length of twenty years, during-
which the rate of basic pension will rise from 25s. for man and 
\\ife and 14s. for a single pensioner to the full rate. 
(3) Assistance pensions will be a,·ailable for all persons of pensionnble 
ng<' (Cl5 for men and 60 for women) requinng them, on a unifonn 
means lest based on the Determination of Needs Act, both in , 
supplementation· of contributory pensions and for persons not , 
qualified for any contTibutory pension. 
(4) All contributorv pensions under the plan will be retirement pensions, 
that is to :;ay ")ll be gh Qll only to people" ho have retired from 
work and. "ill be subject to reduction o( part of any earnings 
made after retirement. 
(5) The basic rate of pension is that which can be obtained by people 
retiring at the minimun1 pensionable age of 65 for men or 60 for 
women. Any individual postponing retittment after reaching 
the pensionable age will be able to qualify for additions to the 
basic pension according to the length of the postponement. 
(G) The position of all persons nO\~ in receipt of pensions will be safe-
guan.led, that is to say such persons will be able to draw con-
tributory pensiOns at the present rate without retirement until 
they decide to retire from work and take pensions at the larger 
new rate. 
(7) The application of the rising scale of contributory pensions' may 
differ as between persons within.the scope of the present con-
tributory pensions and persons outside their scope (mainly 
Classes II and IV and persons in Class I now excepted from 
insurance), in view of the fact that the former will and the latter 
will not have paid contributions under the present scheme. 
257. The traqsition period of twenty years will not affect any man under 
the age of 45 at the beginning of the scheme. Every such man, whether 
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working under contract of service or on his own account or as an employer, 
whatever his occupation, will be able to qualify for pension for himself and 
for his wife at the full basic rate, equivalent to unemployment or disability 
benefit, aud to add to this by postponing his retirement. Evc•y single 
woman under 40 will be equally unaffected by the transition period ; 
\vhether working under contract of service or independently or living at 
home and giving unpaid help to her family, she will be able fo qualify for 
full basic pension and to add to it. A married woman who also undertakes 
gainful occupation will be able to qua)ify for full pension in respect of her 
own contributions and to dra'"' pension ,vbcn she reache~ 60 irrc::>pcctivc 
of her husband's age. The proportion of the population affected by the 
tran:;ition period in any way "ill be small. ~lo:st of them will be able 
to get substantial contributory pensions, if not up to the full basic rate. 
Whether they do so or not, all of them will have security against want in a 
system of transitional assistance pensions. • •• 
Section 3 
THE PROBLDl OF ALTER..'\..\Tl\"E RDIEDIES 
This Scetiou of Part I I I (paras. 258-264) 1s coucemed will• cases where 
bf.nefit or assistance is payable to pc,•sous h.Jho may ha.ve a legal claim against 
another person, e:g .. in respect of a road accident . 
• • • • 
PART IV 
THE SOCIAL SECUHITY BUDGET 
Ex1•~;:<DITURE IN 1945 AND 19G5 
268. On the lmsis of the provisional rates of benefit a11d \'cur--ion Sllh· 
1:e•tcd in para. 401, the estimated total expenditure to be incluclc<l in tl1c 
Scc;.urily Iludget isoet out in Table XII as for the first full yearoftheschcm<", 
a»umed to be 1945, and twenty years thereafter, that is to say, 19G5. 
TABLE XII 
ESTIMATED SOCI.\L SECURITY EXPENDITURE 1945 AKD 1965 
Social Insurance :-
Unemployment Benefit {including training benefit) .. 
Dis3.bility Benefit other than industrial 
Industrial Disability Benefit, Pensions and Grant 
Retirement Pensions 
\Vidows' and Guardian Benefit .. 
:\laternity Grant and Bcneflt 
Marriage Grant .. 
Funeral Grant 
Cost of Administration . . , 
Total Social Insurance 
National Assistance :-
Assistance Pensions 
Other Assistance 
Cost of Administration 
Children's Allowances 
Cost of Administration 
Health and Rehabilitation ScrviccJ 
TOTAL 
I 1945 I 1965 £ millions ~ millions 
110 
57 
15 
126 
29 
7 
I 
4 
18 
367 
39 
5 
3 
110 
3 
170 
697 
107 
71 
15 
300 
21 
6 
3 
12 
IS 
553 
25 
5 
2 
100 
3 
170 
858 
2G 
The basis of the estimates is explained briefly in paras. 269-70 and more 
fully in the Memorandum by the Government Actuary. It will be seen that 
the total Security Budget both on purposes covered by the present scheme 
and on new purposes is put at £697 million in 19~5. and £858 million in 
1965. Of these totals £367 million in 1945 and £553 million in !965 are 
in respect of social insurance, and will be met from the Social Insurance 
Fund, with seli-contained finance subject to review by the Social Insurance 
Statutory Committee proposed in Change 22 . 
• • • .. 
271. Table XII shows tbe total expenditure involved in the Plan for 
Social Security. This is not, of course, new expenditure; a great deal of 
it is already. being incurred. The extent to which additional charges will 
be imposed on the various parties to social insurance can be considered 
best. after examining the method proposed for distributing the total cost. 
How are the sup1s shown in Table XII to be provided ? Three main sources 
have to be considered :-
(a) the National Exchequer, that is to say, the citizens in their capacity 
as ta-x-payers ; · 
(b) the prospective recipients of payments under the scheme, that is to 
say, the citizens in their capacity as insured perso115; 
(c) the employers of insured persons where these are employed under 
contract of service. 
Local Authorities will also have important functions, in relation to 
security, mainly though not wholly in the provision of institutions, bringing 
in a fourth possible source-the citizens in their capacity as rate-payers. 
In framing the Security Budget, expenditure from local rates has been 
brought into account only in so far as it is concerned either with medical 
treatment in institutions or with public or blind assistance. This expendi-
ture is shown in Table XIII (p. 112) combined with that falling directly 
on the National Exchequer, since the ultimate division of these costs 
between national taxation and local rates cannot yet be finally determined. 
The many other expenditures of local authorities on allied social services, 
including housing, education, and welfare of mothers and children, though 
closely related to social security, have not been covered by the previous 
discussion and are not reckoned in the Social Security Budget. 
* * * 
l>t paras. 272-276 Sir Willtam Beucritlge discusses the question wl1cthcr 
the Plan should be co11tributory or fillanced out of general taxation and decides 
i11 fauotlr of the colllributory principle . 
• • • • • 
TRIPARTITE ScHEME OF CONTRIBUTION 
277. The finance of the Plan for Social Security is based accordingly on 
a continuance of the tripartite scheme of contributions established in 191 L 
That scheme has been in force for thirty years and has won general accep-
tance. The pla11 includes the setting up of a Social Insurance Fund from 
which all the benefits secured iu virtue of contribution will be paid and into 
which money will flow in two main streams : one springing from the sale 
of insurance stamps, ·and reRresenting t~. join~ contributions of insured 
persons and their employers in Class I or of insured persons alone in Classes 
!I and IV; the other coming as a contribution from the National Exchequer 
out of monies raised by general taxation. The industrial levy in hazardous 
industries (para. 89) will provide a third lesser stream. !\lost, if not all, 
citizens of working age will pay in two ways; an insurance contribution 
which for equal rates of benefit will be the same for all regardless of means, 
and a share of national taxation, direct or indirect, adjusted to their means, 
Those who are employers will pay in a third capacity as well. Tbc Social 
Insurance Fund will be one, but will have separate accounts for different 
purposes. 
• • • • .. 
279, The considerations leading to the contributions suggested for 
various classes of persons are explainecl in the Memorandum by the 
Government Actuary. The main points may be summarised as follows:-
(i) The joint contributions of employers and insured persons in 
Class 1 are designed to provide t" a-thirds of the cost of unem-
ployment and five-sixths of the cost of retirement pensions, of 
maternity and of disability (other than that covered hy the 
industrial disability levy) in the case of new entrants to the 
scheme at sixteen ; the whole cost of marriage and funeral 
grant ; five-sbcths of the cost of other bellefits, including widows' 
and guardian benefit; and a payment towards the cost of 
health and rehabilitation services. The division of the joint 
contribution in Class I, between insured persons and their 
employers, is e>:plained in para. 280 ; reference should be made 
also to paras. 96 and 291. 
(ii) The contributions of insured persons in Classes II and IV, where 
there is no employer, are designed to provide for the benefits 
given in Classes II and IV respectively the same >hare of the 
total co>t as is covered in Class I by the imured per>on and his 
employer together. 
(iii) Employers i11 industries scheduled as hazardous, in addition to 
their share of the joint contribution, !>ay an industrial levy. 
The levy is designed to cover two-thirds of the cost of accident 
and disease in such industries above the average for all other 
industries, the remaining third being shared between the 
employees and emploY,ers in all industries and the Exchequer. 
(iv) Of the joint contribution in Class I named in para. 278, IOd. a 
week in the case of an adult man and Sd. a week in the case of 
an adult woman is assigned for the health and rehabilitation 
services, including free hospital treatment, with appropriate 
lower contributions for non-adults. Insured persons in Classes li 
and IV will contribute for these services the amount of the joint 
contribution in Class I. 
(v) The National Exchequer provides one-third of the total cost of 
unemployment benefit, one-sixth of the cost of pensions and of 
disability and maternity benefits for new entrants at age 16, 
together with the cost of bringing in the existing population of 
all ages for the ordinary benefits at the flat rate of contribution, 
one-sixth of the cost of industrial disability not covered by 
industrial levy and the whole cost of children's allowances and 
national assistance. 
{vi) The National Exchequer and the local rates meet the cost of the 
health and rehabilitation services with the help of a grant from 
the Social Insurance Fund representing the receipts from the 
contributions assigned to these services. Division of costs between 
the National Exchequer and the local rates depends upon the 
further investigation of the finance and organisation of these 
services, suggested in para. 437. 
(Yii) The accumulated reserves in hand from the existing pensions, 
health and unemployment >chemes are a>sumed to be transferred 
to the Sociallnsurance F11nd and inve~ted, • 
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280. As regards division of the joint contribution in Class I, between 
insured persons and their employers. the view taken here is that it is reason-
able for the cost of unemployment, of disability other than that covered 
by ind~trial levy in industries scheduled as hazardous, and of retirement 
pensions and widowhood to be divided equally between the two parties, 
for employers to continue to make a contribution towards the cost of 
medical treatment for their employees, for the insured persons to be 
charged with funeral, marriage and maternity grant and the bulk of the 
insurance contributions for medical treatment. 
SHARES OF THE THREE PARTIES 
281. On the basis of the contributions suggested for different parties to 
the tripartite scheme of social insurance, the actual or estimated cost of the 
Plan for Social Security to each of the three parties at various dates is 
shown in Table XIII. •.• • 
TABLE XIII 
EsTIMATED CosT OF SociAL SECURITY TO ExcHEQUER, INSURED PERSONS 
AND EMPLOYERS AT VARIOUS DATES 
I. millions 
1938-39 1945 I 1965 
- Present 
Schemes Proposed Proposed 
------------
(I) (2) (3) (4) 
--------
National Exchequer (and Local Rates 
212 265 351 519 for hospitals and publi~ assistance} 
Insured Pcr::;ons .. .. . . 55 69 194 192 
Employers .. .. .. .. 66 83 137 13:! 
Other (mainly intere>l) .. .. 9 IS IS 15 
----------------
Total .. .. .. 342 432 697 858 
CONTRIBUTIONS L'! RELATION TO BENEFIT AND CAPACITY 
283. The rate of contribution from an adult man in Class I that emerges 
from the Memorandum of the Government Actuary on the assumptions 
made there is 4s. 3d. a week. Is that a reasonable sum to ask the individual 
to pay for security irrespective of his means ? Is it likely to be within his 
capacity? An answer to these questions can be given from three standpoints: 
first. of looking at what the individual will get in virtue of his payment l 
second, of looking at what he has shown himself capable of paying and willing 
to pay in the pa,t ; third, by comparing his share of the total with that of 
the other parties. 
28~. For an answer from the first standpoint material is provided by 
Table XIV, comparing in summary the benefits to which a contributor with 
family responsibilities, within the present unemployment insurance scheme, 
would have been entitled before the war and would be entitled under the 
plan of the Report in virtue of contributions and without enquiry as to his 
means. It does not mean, of course, that no provision of any kind, other than 
that shown in the Table, was made for any of the various needs before the 
war; both public and private hospitals, for instance, were available, 
subject to examination of means or by voluntary contribution. Nor does it 
mean that the whole of the provision shown as proposed will be paid for out 
TADLR X{V,-SECt"RITV PROVISION FOR ilrAN, "'!FE AND Two CHILDREN (PRESENT CONTRIBUTORY CLASSES) 
f'~·\\'ar• Pro~ in Plan for Soci.ol 5(!c:urity .. 
Amouut 
L"n.cr~lpk•,-mcnt • , • • 1 33\~ ptr week. 
' 
Period and CIJHditiNt" Amount 
26 wcekc:; (follow~\ by a,. .. bt.1nce ) S~s. per we< k • 
on mean:. tc-..tJ~ 
Dis:1bilil)' othn th:-tn industrial I Ss. per week. :!6 ll"t"el<~ follon·cd b)• 7s. &f. pf'r I SGs. per week. 
11~ m di.s.ablcmeut. Adc.li-
Old Age •• 
tiooat benefit in .-.ome cases. 
40s. per week. :!0~. ~r week. 
Widowbood 18f. per week. 40s. per week. 
!lbtcrnitr •• •• I [~. £4, 
Matcmitr if wife gaioiully occu- I [:!. addili<.nat. 
piC\1. 3Gs~ per week for 13 weeks addi-ttonal. 
runer.tl 
Indw>tri,1l Oi ... abilily 
ftfcdico.l TrtJtment 
!'\'il. £20. 
H011f c;trnings up to maximum of I Subject to romrouodins for lump I 56s. per week for 13 WC('k_o:; followed 30~. per week. sums, · by pe:n.:.ion of two-tbmh earn· 
lllgS up to ma:rimum of 7Gs. 
per week but not less than. 56s. 
per week. 1'\o corupomuling for I 
tot.'"ll disabilit}'· 
Crnhal Practitioner for man, witb - Comprehensive me-dical treatment, aclditional treatment benefits in J J including hospital, cletU:~I 0\Dd 
ophthalmic, nur.:.lng and cou-
,·alesceut bomes for whole 
!~~~~·~ Post-medical rchabili·J 
Period and Condition!-
Unlimited in time wjthout ffil'.lll~ 
tc<:t at any time. Subjtc•t to 
attendance at a traiwng ctntrc 
U unemployment is prolongtd. 
Unlitnited in time without mt::tns 
te.:;t at any time. 
On rtlircment. 2s. a week inr-((':I<".C 
for eacb year of postponement of 
,-etiremcnt. (Full r:llC onh· nftcc 
tr.tnsition period. A<..-.!!ltattcc 
pt'nsions on meanc:; test lliC,ut· 
while.) 
Reduced by part of an\' e,rnuu:'l. 
5~. per week for fi~t 13 1\l',;k,. I.J ... 
\Hthout reduction. t.D 
\Vitll 5'maUer sums for 'bildrcn. 
• SoUlc of tht• prc-\rar rates of beneiJl shown nbo,·e have been tt\'i.-td irt U1f' cour->e of the pn."*ot 1r,1r. AI the date of thto Hcport the beocftt in uncmplortocnt "':lS 5!. hiu;lwr tb.Ht tbat &bown, and that for di.'labllit-r w.,,_ 3s. hil:(b.cl'. Por indu!ltrial disability, the prC·\IJ.C ma~wum of 31•-•. hac; lwen ro:ili.OO to 35s. and children's :~llowances of -IJ. lor carh of the fi~t two c.J:lild~.JI and 3f. foe sill><;t()uent rhildtton b:n•to been added, For peniions tbc pen~11abl(' a~ in thto r.u.e of women ha-. b~nlowered from 65 to 6(1. With these cbangC', the eo_,n-tribuhons for uncmploym<'nt, hc.11th and fi"II"IOUS were rJbed, so that the total cootnhutiou b) .m ,uluh w.u\ in 19~::! w.1 ... h. HH. a week 111 place of Is. 7./. m 193f:. 
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of the Social Insurance Fund, built up by insurance contributions; chil-
dren's allowances, for instance, included in the weekly amounts of benefit 
will be paid for wholly and medical treatment will be paid for mainly out 
of general taxation, national or local, and not from the Fund. But children's 
allowances and treatment are part of the Plan for Social Security and will 
be received by every citizen requiring them without further payment or 
enquiry as to means. The comparison is between \~hat a contributor of 
Is. 7d. a week could qbtain as of right before the war and what a contributor 
of 4s. 3d. a week will obtain as of right under the plan. The rates of benefit 
per week in most cases are doubled (as with pensions) or more than doubled 
(widowhood, maternity, disability. both industrial and other). nut the 
difference is not on1y or mainly in tbe rateS per week, it is also in the duration 
of benefit, and its extension of scope. Needs hitherto uncovered by com-
puls~ry insurance, like funerals, are included, as well as an immense extension 
of medical treatment. 
• • • • • 
Paragraphs 285-286 show that accordi11g to the Family Budget e11quiry made 
by the li1il!islry of Labour in 1937-38, the average actual e'xpwditure Oil 
purposes falling wholly or partly within the Plan to have been 6s. a week 
exclusive of trade tmio" subscriptions. 
287 ........................................................ The 
r'ates of benefit proposed in the Report are provisional in so far as 
they depend on assumptions as to the level of prices ; the rates of 
contribution proposed are even more provisional. for they depend on views 
of financial policy and social equity as to which reasonable men may differ. 
All that is claimed is that the proposals made here are a fair basis for 
discu;sion, and that if the Security Budget is looked at as a whole the divis-
ion proposed between the three parties is not on the face of it unreasonable. • 
As appears from Table XII, at the end of the transition period, the total • 
expenditure on insurance and assistance and children's allowances and on 
the comprehensive health and rehabilitation services will be in the neigh-
bourhood of .£858 million a year, of which £553 million will represent cash 
insurance benefits and their administration. As appears from Table XIII, 
the total contribution by insured persons will amount to about £192 million, 
of which about £33 million is assigned as payment for medical treatment. 
If the total contribution by insured persons of all classes is compared with 
the total Security Budget, it represents about 22 per cent. If their contri-
bution for cash insurance benefits is compared with the total of these 
benefits it amounts to 29 per cent. If their contribution for medical treat-
ment and rehabilitation is compared with the estimated total cost of these 
services it amounts to about 19 per cent. These proportions include the 
contributions made by independent workers, employers and others in 
Classes Il and IV. The contribution of the employees themselves will be 
about one-quarter of the cash benefits which they receive exclusive of 
children's allowances and assistance. In terms of the debate which intro-
duced national health Insurance, the Plan for Social Security for the 
employee represents not 9d. for 4d., but Is. for 3d. But this only means 
that citizens paying these contributions, irrespective of their earnings, will 
have to pay in addition as tax-payers according to capacity . 
• • • • • 
Paras. 289-291 deal with the fmante of industrial disability and lh~ 
change in the proportions of the threlf parties bctwfell 1945 and 1965 • 
• • • 
:Jl 
Soci.\L SECURITY WORIII ITs MoNEY PRICE 
296. In this part of the I~eport the price of social security has been 
shown, so far as it can now be shown, in terms of money. Is it worth the 
price to each of the three parties concerned in paying-insured person, 
employer and the State? For the insured person the answer is clear .... 
The popularity of compulsory social insurance tocl<lY is established, and 
for good reason ; by compulsory insurance, so long as it is confined to 
meeting essential needs, the individual can feel assured that those needs 
will be met with the minimum of administrative cost ; by paying, not, 
indeed, the whole cost, but a substantial part of it as a contribution, he 
can feel that he is getting security not as a charity but as a right. 
~97. For the employer, the answer should also be clear. 'What he pays 
as insurance contribution is part of the cost of his labour,.-from his point 
of view an addition to wages. At whatever reasonable point the employer's 
insurance contribution is fixed, it is a small part of his total bill for labour 
and of his costs of production; it is the sign of an interest which he should 
feel and does feel in the men whose work comes under his control. 
298. For the State, the initial burden of the Social Security Budget is 
at most £86 million a year above that involved in the existing schemes. The 
main burden on the State comes not now, but twenty years later, through 
provision for the large and growing part of the population that will be 
pa~t tbc normal age of productive service. That is a burden which cannot 
be cscapcd; the fact>; are inexorable; the older people will be here and will 
be maintained-if not by pensions in their own right, then at the cost of 
their individual families, by charity, or by pensions subject to a means 
test. The plan of this Heport ensures that this inevitable burden shall be 
foreseen and shall be made as light as possible, by encouraging those who 
can work to go on working, and shall be borne fairly by the community 
a> a whole. 
299 .. The Social Se~urity Budget presents figures large in relation to 
budgets of former time. They are not large in relation to the total national 
income aud the Plan for Social Security is qnly a means of redistributing 
national income, so as to meet openly needs which must be met in one way or 
another. For reasons given in paras. 445-447 it does not seem open to 
question that just before the war, the British community was rich enough 
in real things to have avoided real want. It would be wrong not to hope 
that the British community can so organise itself as to be as rich again. 
The Social Security Budget is merely a way of translating this fact and this 
hope into money terms. 
PART V 
P.LAN FOR SOCIAL SECURITY 
Part V outlilles i11 some detail the Pla11for Sotial Security. /I d4fmes tAe 
si.> classes of inmred person, i11dicates the mai" benefits and deals wit/1 such 
matters as the co11tributton conditions, the organisation of th• Ministry of 
Social Security, tho place of Assista>u;e in the Plan and the mzporlam part 
to be played by volzmtary illsurance. It also contains a reference to provision 
for luss of office and loss of business. 
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The following r.ttract from Part V ex/Jiaius the assztmPt:ous, methods and 
priuczpt.s of the P/a1:. 
AssuMPTIONS, ~lETHaos AND PRINCIPLES 
300. Scope of Social Security : The term" social security" is used here to 
denote the securing of an income to take the place of earmngs when they arc 
interrupted by unemployment, sickness or accident, to provide for retin>-
ment through age, to provide agaimt loss o! support by the death of another 
person, and to meet exceptional &xpenditurcs , such as those connected w1th 
birth, death and marriage. Primarily social security 1neans security of 
income up to a minimum, but the prov ision of an i'ncome should be 
associated with treatment designed to bring the interruption of earnings 
to an end as soon as possible. 
301. Three Assumptions: No satisfactory scheme of social security can 
be devised except on the following assumptions :-
(.\} Children's allowances for children up to the age of 15 or if in full-
tim'l education up to the age o! 16; 
(B) Comprehensive health and rehabilitation services for prevention 
and cure of disease and restoration of capacity for work, available 
to all members of the community ; 
(C) Maintenance of employment, that is to say avoidance of mass 
unemployment. 
The grounds for n1aking these three assumptions. the methods of satisfy· 
ing: them and their relation to the social security scheme are discussed in 
Part VL Children's allowances will be added to all the insurance benefits 
and pensions described below in paras. 320-349. 
302. Three !l!ethocls of Security: On these three assumptions, a Plan 
for Social Security is outlined below, combining three distinct n1ethods: 
social insurance for basic needs; national assistance for special cases; 
voluntary insurance for additions to the basic provision. Social insurance 
n1eans the providing of cash payments conditional upon con1pulsory con-
tributions previously made by, or on behalf of, the insured persons, ir-
respective of the resources of the individual at the time of the claim. Social 
insurance is much the most important of the three methods, and is proposed 
here in a form as comprehensive .as possible. But while social insurance 
can, and should, be the main instrument for guaranteeing income security, 
it cannot be the only one. It needs to be supplemented both by national 
assistance and by voluntary insurance. National assistance means the 
giving of cash payments conditional upon proved need at the time of the 
claim, irrespective of previous contributions but adj usted by consideration 
of individual circumstances and paid from the national exchequer. Assist-
ance 1s .an 1ndispensable supplement to social insurance, however the scope 
of the latter may be widened. In addition to both of these there is place 
for voluntary 1usurance. Social insurance and national assistance organised 
by the State are designed to guarantee, on condition of service, a basic 
incon1e for subsistence. The actual incomes and by consequence the nonnal 
standards of expenditure of different sections of the population differ 
greatly. Making provision for these higher standards is primarily the 
function of the individual, that is to say, it is a matter for free choice and 
voluntary insurance. But the State should make sure that its measures 
leave room and encouragement for such voluntarv insurance. The social 
insurance scheme_is the greater part of the Plan for Social Security and its 
descnptwn occupies most of thiS Part of the Report. But the plan includes 
national assistance and voluntary insurance as well. 
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303. SL• Principles of Social lllsura11ce: The social insurance scheme set out below· as the chief method of social security embodies SLX fundamental 
princi pies : 
Flat rate of subsistence benefit 
Flat rate of contribution 
Unification of administrative responsibility 
Adequacy of benefit 
Comprehensiveness 
Clpssitication 
304. Flat Rate of Subsistence Benefit :The first fundamental principle of the-social insurance scheme is provision of a flat rate of insurance benefit, irrespective of the amount of the earnings which have been interrupte.d by unemployment or disability or ended by retirement; exception is made only where prolonged disability has resulted from an industrial accident or disease. This principle , follows from the recognition of the place and importance of voluntary insurance in social security and distinguishes the 
1 • scheme proposed for Britain from the security schemes of Germany, the Soviet Union, the United States and most other countries with the exception of New Zealand. The flat rate is the same for all the principal forms of cessation of earning-unemployment, disability, retirement; for maternity and for widcl\vhood there is a temporary benefit at a higher ra~e . . 
J 
305. Flat Rate of Contribution : The second fundamental principles of the scheme is that the compulsory contribution required of each insured person or his employer is at a flat rate, irrespective of his means. All 
insured persons, rich or poor, will pay the same contributions for the same security ; those with larger means will pay more only to the extent that as ta.x-payers they pay more to tbe National Exchequer and so to the State share of the Social Insurance Fund. This feature distinguishes tbe scheme proposed for Britain from tbe scheme recently established in Xew Zealand under which the contributions are graduated by income, and are in effect an income-tax assigned -to a particular service. Subject moreover to one exception, the contribution will be the same irrespective of the assumed degree of risk affecting particular individuals or forms of employment. The exception is the raising of a proportion of the special cost of benefits and pensions for industrial disability in occupations of high risk by a levy on employers proportionate to risk and pay-roll (paras. 86-90 and 360). 
306. Unification of Admi11istrativi Responsibility : The third funda-
mental principle is unification of administrative responsibility in the interests of efficiency and economy. For each insured person there will be a single weekly contribution, in respect of all his benefits. There will be in each locality a Security Office able to deal with claims of every kind and all sides of security. The methods of paying differept kinds of cash benefit will be different and will take account of the circumstances of insured persons, providing for payn1ent at the home or elsewhere, as is necessary. All contributions will be paid into a single Social Insurance Fund and all benefits and other insur<tnce payments will be paid from that fund. 
3.07. Adequacy of Benefit : The fourth fundamental principle il adequacy of benefit in amount and in time. The flat rate of benefit proposed is intended in itself to be sufficient without further resources to provide the mini.n?um income needed for subsistence in all normal cases. It gives room and a basis for additional voluntary prOYision, but does not assume that in any case. The benefits are adequate also m time, that is to say except 
for contingencies of a temporary nature, they will continue indefinitely 
(61781) B 
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without means te5t, so long as the need continues, though oubject to al)y 
change of conditions and treatment requu·eu by prolongation of the 
mtcrruption in earning and occupation. 
308. Comprehe11sive11ess : The fifth fundamental principle is that 
social insurance should be comprehensive, in respect both of the pen;ons 
covered and of their needs. It should not leave either to national assistance 
or to voluntary ;nsurance any risk so general or so uniforn1 that social 
insurance can be -justified. For national assistance involves a mean::; lc:)t 
\\hich may discourage voluntary insurance or persenal saving. And 
voluntary insurance can never be sure of covering the ground. For any 
need moreover which, like direct funeral expenses, is so general and so 
uniform as to be a fit subject for insurance by compulsion, social insurance 
is much cheaper to administer than voluntary insun~nce .• 
309. Classificatiori : The sixth fundamental principle is that social 
insurance, while unified and comprehensive, tnust take account of the 
different ways of life of different sections of the community ; of thooc 
dependent on earnings by employment under contract of service, of t.hooe 
earning in other ways, of those rendering vital unpaid service as housewives, 
of those not yet of age to earn and of those past ~arning. The term 
"classification" is used here to denote adjustment of insurance to the 
differing Ci(cumstances of each of these classes and to many varieties of 
need and circumstaJlCe within each insurance class. But the insurance 
•classes are not economic or social classes in the ordinary sense; the 
insurance scheme is one for all citizens irrespectiYe of their means. 
THE PEOPLE A~D TIIEIR NEEl)S 
310. Six Population Classes : The Plan for Social Security otarts 
with conoideration of the people and of their needs. From the !Joint of 
view o[ social security the people of Britain fall into six main clas::,es 
describe<! briefly as !-Employees; 11-0thers gainfully occupied ; 
]11-Housewives; !V-Others of working age; Y-Below worldrg zgc; 
VI-Retired abo,·e working age. The precise definitions of each of 
the:se clas~es, the boundaries between them and the provision for passage 
from one to another are discussed ill detatl in paragraphs 314-319. The 
approximate numbers in each class and their relation to security needs, 
as lioted in the follo\\~ng paragraph, are given ill Table XVI. Some needs, 
for medical treatment anQ. for burial, are common to all classes. In 
addition to this, those in Class V (Below working age) need children's 
allowances, and those in Class Yl , (Retired aboYc working age) need 
pensions ; neither of these classes can be called on to contribute for social 
insurance. The other four classes all have different needs for \\hich they 
will be insured by contributions made by or in respect of them. Class I 
(Employees), in addition to medical treatment, funeral expenses and pen-
sion, need security against interruption of earnings by unemployment 
and disability, however caused. Class ll, i.e. persons gainfully occupied 
othcrwbc than as employees, cannot be insured against loss of employment, 
but in a<tdition to medical treatment, funeral cxpen~es and pension they 
need provision for loss of earnings through dbability anu they need some 
provioion for loss of livelihood. Class Ill (House\\ives) not being gainfully 
uccupied do not need compensation for loss of earnings tluough disability 
or otherwbe. but, in addition to the common needs of treatment, funeral 
expenses and pension, they have a variety of special needs arising out of 
ma.niage. Class I V (Others of working age) is a heterogeneous class in 
which relatively few people remain for any large part of their lives : they 
all need provision for medical treatment. funeral expenses and reti•cmcnt, 
and also for tile ri>k of having to linu a new mean> of livclihoou. 
Class 
1. Employer! ... ·-· I 
11. Otbm gainfully occu- ~ 
pied. 
lJJ Hou,ewhcs .. , ... 
] V. Others or worhing age 
V. Below working age ... 
VI. Retired above working 
age. 
Number 
Million 
IS'• 
2"5 
f.•J(u) 
2"4 
s-6(:) 
4"3 
--
-4G'5 
Contribution Provisions 
I nsured by weekly C'On· 
t ribution on Employ-
weutBook, 
TABLP. XVI 
POPULATION BY SECURITY CLASSES 
Appn,rimrlle Numb"s tu Grat Rl'oloifl, ]11ly 1939 
Medical I Funeral 
Treatment grant 
Relation to Stturity Srheme 
Retire-
ment 
pcnsioo 
Security Provi .. ions 
Dis-
b~~~}7t I 
Unom- I Training I Indus-
plorment benefit trial 
benefit (/) pension 
Insured by contributions 
on Occupation Card. 
• (b) 
Other l"rovi!:;ions 
Removal and loclginA' 
gra.nt : lm.lustrin l sraut 
I nsurcd on marria::-e 1 
through 1-IOlbCIIife's 
. . -(<) -(') -{c) !Marria,:c ~ant, m:~temitv 
Policy. 
~urcd br contributions 
ou Securily tard . 
Nono 
Jn;;:!~ 'Jur~~tr!~~rt~1~~ 
age. 
x (e) 
~~~~'"~' i}rn~~t ~~~! 
diao benefit, separation 
bcncr•t. 
l
.:a} Married women gainfullv occnp1Cd c~limatcd at 1'4 million arc mcluded in the uumllcrs shown for Clas~ Ill and excluded !.rom the numbers showtl for Classes I and ll. 
:~ ~/~~~fuJ~;~~~~~kan:crnot c~empt 
d) lf gcunfuJly OCCUpied CVCII thOU"l'h C:tCUlpt. 
t) lf granted beforercach!Dg the Otge of rchrcmrnt and 1l hLghcr tha n tbe rct1rtmcnt pension. 
~I ~nh~~due~,~~~~0s~~~!'::'fn'~~~~gvr:~~~~:'~~~e~;s~~~~-tbe present ouuunum.scboollcavmg asc, vu.: 14. la the Report 1l 1s assumed for the purpose of children 's allow;~.n«s that 
• tbc numwum scboolleavmg age • ~ 15. .. 
"' <Jo 
--
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3 I 1. Eight Primary C<t11ses Of ,Yeed : The primary needs for sochl 
security are of eight kinds, rech.vning the com}JO~itc needs of a marri~ 
woman a~ one and including also the needs of childhood (A~su.mption ~\) 
atH.l the need for univer::oal comprehensive medical treatment and 
rehabilitation (.\s.umption B). These needs are set out below; to each 
there is attached in the security scheme a distinct insurance benefit or 
benefits. Assistance may enter to deal with any kind of need, where 
insurance benefit for any reason is inadequate or absent. 
Unemplovment : that is to say, inability to obtain employment by a 
person dependent on it and physically fit for it, met by unemployment 
U~::ncJlt with removal and lodging grants. 
Disability : that is to say, inability of a person of working age, through 
illness or accident, to pursue a gainful occupation, met by disability benefit 
and industrial pension. 
Loss of Livelihood by person not dependent on paid employment, met 
by ~raining benefit. 
Retirement from occupation, paid or unpaid, through age, met by 
retirement pension. 
Jfarriage 11teds of a woman, met by Housewife's Policy ~ncluding. 
provision for :-
(I) ll!arriage, met by marriage grant. 
(2) Maternity, met by maternity grant in all cases, and, in the case 
of a married woman in gainful occupation, also by maternity 
benefit for a period before and after confinement. 
(3) Interruption or cessation of husband's earnings by his 
unemploymet1t, disability or retirement, met by share of benefit 
or pension with husband. 
(~) \\'idowhood, met b)< provision varying according to circumstances 
including temporary widow's benefit for readjustment, guardian 
benefit while caring for children and training benefit if and when 
there arc no children in need of care. 
(5) Separation, i.e. end of husband's maintenance by legal separation, 
or established desertion, met by adaptation of wido" hood 
provisions, including oeparation benefit, guardian benefit aJJd 
training benefit. 
t6) Incapacity for household duties, met by provision of paid help in 
illness as part of treatment .. 
Funeral Expenses of self or any person for whom responsible, met by 
funeral grant. 
~ . 
Childhood, provided for by children's allowances if in full-time education, 
till sixteen. 
Ph\•siral JJisrasc or lncapacit\•, met by medical treatment, domiciliary 
and in~titutional, for ~clfand dependants in comprchcn::;ivc health ::;en·ice 
and by poot-meuical rehabilitation. 
312. Other Needs: The need> listed in para. 311 arc the only ones so 
general and so uniform as to be clearly fit subjects for compulsory insurance. 
There is, partly for historical reasons, a problem as to the provision to be 
made for fatal accidents and diseases arising out of employment, by means 
of an industrial grant. There are many other needs and risks which arc 
sufficiently common to be suited for voluntary insurance, and to a varying 
extent are already covered by that method. They include a great variety 
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of contingencies for which provision is made by life and endowment 
insurance; there are risks of fire, theft, or accident ; there are exceptional 
expenditures such as those on holidays and education. 
313. Explanation of Terms : Before defining more closely the classes 
into which the people must be divided for purposes <>f social security, it is 
necessary to e"-1'lain three terms. " Exception "means that certain types of 
persons are not within a particular class, though apart from tbe exception 
they would bo; exception is general, not individual, altering the definition 
of a class. " Exemption " means that a person though within a particular 
class is exempted individually from paying the contributions of that class; 
his employer, if he has one, remains liable for contributions, but these 
contributions are not counted in judging of the insured person's claim to 
benefit. " Excusal " means that contributions for which an insured 
person and his employer, if he has one, would otherwise be liable, are not 
required, but for the purpose of satisfying contribution conditions for 
benefit are deemed to have been paid ; excusal is normally conaitional on 
the insured person proving that he is unemployed or incapable of work. 
Exemption and excusal are dealt with more fully in paras. 363-36-!. 
314. Employees (Class I): These are, in general, persons depending for 
their maintenance upon remuneration received under a contract of sen-ice. 
including apprenticeship. The exact boundaries of this class will be 
adjusted by certain exceptions and inclusions. There will also be provision 
for exemption, that is to say. for allowing persons who take work falling 
within Class I to escape payment of their contributions while still requiring 
contributions by the employer. Insured persons in this class will bold an 
employment book which they will present to the employer for stamping. 
The principal exception suggested is for family employment, that is to 
say, employment of one member of a family by another forming part of the 
same houoehold. This is a development of the existing exception of fathers, 
sons, daughters etc., under Agricultural Unemployment Insurance, and is 
designed to prevent fictitious claims for benefi.t. Persons excluded from 
Class I by this exception will ' fall into Class II. 
Persons in Class II or IV taking work temporarily under a contract of 
service will be allowed to claim exemption from their own contributions, 
. and persons in Class III undertaking snch work will be allowed to obtain 
exemption so long as they desire it. Exempt persons will present to the 
employer a special card to be stamped lly him with the employer's 
. contribution. • 
On the other hand, ·certain exceptions and exemptions under the present 
echeme will no longer apply. In particulat :- · 
(i) There will be no exception of employees on the ground of the 
n•gnlarity of their employment or that it entitles them to pension. 
The basis of the security scheme is that all should contnbute 
compulsorily irrespective of their personal'risk. For men in the 
Armed Force~ $pecial arrangements for contribution will secure 
their rights to the benefits of the scheme when they return to 
civil life. For men in tbe merchant service there will be special 
arrangements for contribution adjusted to the conditions of their 
employment. 
(ii) There will be no exception of any employees by a remuneration 
limit. 
(iii) The right of persons above normal working age to claim exemption 
will cease on the introduction ·of the principle that pension is 
payable only on retirement from work and that men and women 
reaching the ages of 65 and 60 respectively, will have the option 
either of continumg to work and contribute or of retiring on 
pension at any time thereafter. 
The possibility of either including in Class I and so insuring against 
unemployment certain classes of persons who are not technically under a 
contract of service but work in effect for employers (e.g: manual labour 
contractors, out-worl<ers :).nd private nurses) or of insuring such classes by 
special schetnes, tal<ing account of their special circumstances. needs 
further exploration. In one of these classes fm- instance, namely nurses, 
in addition to the fact that nurses work sometimes under contract of 
service and Sometimes not, there arc special needs arising out of their 
exposure to infection and out of the urgency of their duties, rendering 
necessary the possibility of intervals for rest and recuperation_ The 
problem of giving some income security under a special scheme to share 
fi>hermen should abo be explored. As stated above, apprentices generally 
will be included in Class I, but special arrangements may be made in regard 
to their rate of contribution [sec para. 408). 
315. Others Gainfully Occupied (Class II) : These are, in general, all 
persons working for gain who are not in Class I. Most of these will be 
persons working on their own account as employers or by themselves, 
including shopkeepers and hawkers, farmers, small holders and crofters, 
share fishermen, entertainers and renderers of professional and personal 
sctvicc and out-workers. ·They will include also persons 'who, though 
technically under contract of service, are excepted from Class I on the 
ground of family employment. Apart from the possibilities whose 
exploration is proposed aboYe, persons gainfully occupied otherwise than 
under contract of service will not be insured against unemployment. 
Persons in Class li will pay contributions upon an occupation card. It a 
person in Class II gives up his independent occupation and takes insurable 
employment he will pass into Class I and will in due course acqu~ire a claim 
to unemployment benefit in addition to the other benefits of Class IL 
1f he takes insurable employment temporarily he will be allowed to work 
as an exempt person, i.e. ordy the employer's contribution will be paid and 
he will neither contribute for unemployment nor acquire a right to 
unenlployment benefit. Conver:;ely, a pe,rson whose n1ain occupation is 
employment under a contract of service but who also works regularly or 
occasionally at some other gainful occupation, will be able to obtain exemp-
tion from Class li contributions. Persons in Class II will be able to 
apply for exemption on the ground that their income is below a certain 
minimum; say {,75 a year (para. 363). 
316. Housewives (Class I I I) : These are married women of working 
age living 'tith their husbands. Any housewife who undertakes pnid 
work as well, either under a contract of service or otherwise, will have \the 
choice either of contributing in the ordinary way in Class I or Class li 
as the ca>e may be, or of working as an exempt person, paying no conu·i-
butions of her own. 
317. Others of JlT orkiug Age (Class IV) : These are in the main students 
abo,•e 16, unmarried women engaged in domestic duties i1ot for pay. 
persons of private means, and persons incapacitated by blindness or other 
physical infirmity \\~thout being qualified for benefits under the social 
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insurance scheme. The last of these groups will be a diminishing one· 
Blindness and other physical infirmities will occur in most cases after 
people have had a chance of contributing under the scheme and qualifying 
for disability benefit. ;~the outset there will be a number of people who 
became incapacitated before the scheme began. After the scheme has 
been established, persons in receipt of any benefit or pension in respect of 
contributions in other classes will be treated as still belonging to those 
classes and not as in Class IV. Those incapacitated or in institutions will 
be subject to the special arrangements appropriate in each case. All the 
others in Class IV will be required to hold security cards and to pay 
contributions thereon unless and until they pass into another class. This 
security card must be produced to obtain an employment book or occupa-
tion card. Persons in Class 1 V will be able to apply for exemption from 
contributions on the ground that their total income is below a certain 
minimum, say £75 a year (para. 363). 
31S. Below Working ·Age (Class V) : This class will include all perso~s 
below 16 who are in full-time education, whether compulsorily or 
voluntarily. 
319. Retired Above Worki11g Age (Class V I) : The minimum pensionable 
age for retirement on social insurance pension will be 65 for men and 60 for 
women, but persons w!io continue to work after these ages will pay contri-
butions in the ordinary way and will be treated as belonging to Class I 
or Class II. .... . .; * ., 
T!~e followiug extract from Part V deals u it!. the application to 
existing cases of the rates of bwcfit listed ; " para. 401. 
* * • • • 
353. Application to Existing Cases :·The application of tl~ new rates 
of insurance payment to existing cases of disability, unemployment and 
widowhood raises questions which may be answered differently for different 
forms of payment as follows :-
(I) In regard to industrial disability, it is proposed that all persons 
who, at the beginning of the scheme, are in receipt of weekly 
payments less than the industrial pension which they would 
have received under the scheme shall, if and when their disability 
has exceeded thirteen weeks in length, be granted the new rates 
(paras. 101-105). l\o contributions have been required for 
industrial disability benefit and pension in the past and no 
contribution conditions are proposed in future .. 
(2) In regard to pensions it is proposed that existing penoioners, if 
and,when they retire ~d give up work, shairreceive contributory 
pensions according to the rising scale (para. 2~2). These pen-
sioners will get pension above the rate for which they haYc 
contributed but subject to a new condition. 
(3) In regard to unemployment, which is assumed to be of a ten1porary 
character, the new rates will apply as from the begi~1ing of 
the scheme to all persons who are unemployed thereafter. For 
persons whose unemployment is prolonged the benefit will be 
conditional on attendance at a training centre. • 
(~) In regard to widows, the temporary widow's benefit will apply 
only to deaths occurring after the beginning of the scheme. 
The guardian benefit will be aYailable for persons wido" ed 
before the beginning of the scheme. Exi::.ting widows without 
children will retain their present pen>ions. 
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(5) The treatment of disability other than industrial raises questions 
which are both important and difficult. The numbers involved 
are large. In February, 1942. there were about 425,000 persons 
in receipt of sickness benefit and 375,000 persons in receipt of 
disablement benefit under the present scheme. The right line 
for treating these people in relation to the rest of the Social 
Insurance Scheme is not clear. In the past, when contributions 
and benefits have been raised, the new rates have been applied 
automatically to. all the existing cases, but the increases , of 
benefit were small, whereas in regard to sickness and disablement 
the difference of levels l;>etween the present scheme and the 
proposed schen1e is great. :Moreover, new classes are being 
brought into insurance. Finally the pension rates are being 
raised, not at once, but over a period of years. To apply the 
new rates or disability automatically to all existing cases of 
sickness and disablement at the beginning of the scheme would 
have two effects which might cause criticism : (a) the new rates 
could not well be limited to the present contributory classes, 
so that it might become nccessarr to give high disability 
benefits to permanent invalids who haq~ hitherto been outside 
any insurance scheme; (b) many of the prolonged disability 
cases would be persons advanced in years and nearing the 
pension age. 'l:nder the proposals for pension when they reach 
that age they will receive during the transition period not the 
full pension of 40s. joint or 2~s. single, i.e., the .same as disability 
benefit, but something which may be much less. Thus if a per-
nlanent invalid with a wife. now receiving 10s. 6d. a week as 
<li:mblcment benefit were raised to -40s. in 19-t5 at the age of 63, 
he "ould come back to 26s. 6d. in 1947. lt would obviously 
cause great trouble to put p~rmanent invalids up for one or two 
years to the new rates, only to take them down again as soon 
~s they reached pensionable age. These considerations suggest 
that the new scales of disabilit\' benefit unlimited in time should 
apply only to people who pay the initial qualifying contributions 
under the new scheme, and that persons who fail to qualify 
through being permanent invalids should be treated as 
prematurely pensioned, their disability benefit at any time being , 
kept to the level of what they would get as persons retired on 
pension. The question, however, is difficult and calls for further 
examination of the numbers and classes of persons concerned, 
and of the method of distinguishing between those who are to 
be treated as permanent invalids' on pension and those wl).o may 
qualify fo< disability benefit. · 
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Thr following extract from Part l' contai11S the-provisional post-war rates 
nf bnujit, allowance and graut based ou the t:raminatioJJ of tht minimw'~ 
111CDVIr subsistmce in Section I of Part I I l. 
Extract from Part V. 
Pnonsro~AL RATES OF BE:o-;EFIT AND CoNTRIBUTION 
401. The provisional post-war rates of benefit, allowance- an<l grant, 
suggested on the assumptions as to level of prices stated in para. 231 are as 
follows:-
U11employmn1f, Disability and Trainilzr, Be,1~{if. 
1\lan and not gainfully occupied wife (joint benefit) 
Man with gainfully occupied wife not on benefit .. 
Single man or woman, aged 21 and upwards .. 
Single man or woman aged 18-20 .. 
Boys or girls IE\--17 . . . . . . 
1\farrird woman gainfully occupi<'d when herself 
on benefit .. 
Rdirtm~nt Pensio~J (after transitio" period).• 
:\f:m and not gainfully occupied wife (joint 
pension) . . . . . . . . . . 
Single man or woman, man with gainfully occu-
pied wife, woman contributor with husband 
helow pensionable age- (single pension) 
Addition to basic pension for postponement, in 
respect of each year of postponement -
On joint pension . . . . . . 
On single pension 
Mntm1ity Benefit (13 wteks). • 
M:trriE'd woman g~infull~· occupied "hrthcr pay-
ing contributions or exempt, in ~<.h.lilion 1o 
maternity grant 
Widow·~ Benefit (13 weeks) 
Guardian Bentjit• 
Dcpemlant Allowance. 
Dependant above age for chilJren 's allowance of 
person receiving unemployment, disability or 
training benefit •. 
Childrtn's Allowance. 
For each child when responsible parent is in 
receipt of any benefit or p~ns.ion, and for eac-h 
child after the first in other ca."e". ~\Jlow:mcrs 
wad€'d by age avcragin.~ ovC'r all children in 
addition to exi-;ting provision in kind . . . • 
Industrial Pension. 
For total.disability 
For partial disability 
Shillings per week. 
40 
24 
24 
2() 
15 
IG 
40 basic 
24 basic 
2 
I 
36 
3n 
24 
lG 
8 
Two-thirds of assessed 
weekly earnings, but not 
more than £3 a. week and 
not less than would ha\·c 
been paid :>s disa\>ility 
benefit and dependant 
allowance if any. 
Pension proportionate to 
loss of earning power. .._ 
• Retirement Pf'nsion and Guardian Benefit a.r<-' S'Ubj{'ct to partial reduction for 
earnings. 
1\fm·riage 
Maternity 
Funtml• 
Adult• 
Age 10-20 years 
Ag• 3-9 years 
Undor 3 years 
l11dustrial 
42 
Grants 
Up to £10 according to 
number of contributions . 
. £ 
4 
20 
15 
Ill 
6 
To bo dotehnined in accord 
with R<>gulations (para. 
334). 
402. The rates for particular benefits are based on the following 
considerations :-
(a) There should be a uniform rate. joint and single respectively, for 
unemployment, disability and training and the basic rate for 
retirement pension should be the same as this. The joint rate 
should apply irrespective of age ; the single rate should be lower 
for persons below 21 years of age than for adults. 
(b) For married women gainfully occupied, maternity benefit should be 
at a rate, materially higher than the single rate for unemployment 
or disability, while unemployment and disability benefit should 
be materially below the single rate. These special rateS should 
apply to all married women. irrespective of age. 
(c) Widows' benefit during the period of re-adjustment should be 
materially above the single rate for unemployment or disability. 
(d) Guanlian benefit should be such as to enable the widow, with 
allowances for every child, to have sufficient for subsistence 
without earning, and should be subject to reduction of a pro-
portion of any earnings made by her. 
(e) The ·addition to basic pension "here retirement is postponed 
should be less than the full actuarial value of postponement, 
so that the advantage of postponement is shared between the 
contributor and the Social Insurance Fund. 
( {) The unemployment and disability benefit for boys and girls is 
put Is. below the mte of dependant allowance. This will mean 
that Is. less is paid when boys and girls are themselves 
unemployed or sick than if they a.-e dependants and the person 
upon whom they depend is unemployed or sick. The difference 
is not a matter of great importance, but is probably right, in view 
of the fact that boys and girls of this age will be living with older 
people and while those older people have earnings can be 
maintained in part from those earnings. \Vhen those earnings 
cease, there must be subsistence both for the dependent boy or 
girl and for the adult. 
• Funeral grant is not payable in respect of any pe-r£OJ. above age of GO at 
beginning o! scheme. 
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403. The provisional rates of weekly contribution suggested to secure 
the provisional scale of benefits arc as follows:-
Cla« l 
Agt> 21 antl upwards 
18-W . . . . 
16-17 
Class 1 l 
Age 21 and upwards 
IR-20 .. 
16-17 
Class IV 
Age 21 and upwards 
JS-20 •. • . 
16-17 
~!ale I Female __ . __ . __ I ____ , __ 
Insured Em- I J . t Insured,. Em- I J · t 
Person ploycr.:. ~~ ployers __:::.__ 
s. d. s. d. s .. d. s. d. s. d. I s. d. 
4 3 3 3 7 6 3 & 2 & 6 0 
3 o 2 H n 3 3 o 2 o 5 n 
2 6 2 6 5 0 0 2 0 0 
4 3 
3 6 
2 0 
3 9 
3 0 
1 6 
3 9 
:l 0 
2 0 
3 0 
2 6 
I 6 
Nolt.-If the marriage grant is omitted, the contributions of insured f('malc-s 
aged 21 and upwards and 18-20 in Classes I rtnd II can be reduced in each case 
by 3d. 
404. Determination of the relnliw• cnnlribnlii>ns for men am\ for 
women d('pends on considerations explained by the Go,·ermncnt Actuary 
in regard to the several benefits in pnras. lH, 21 and 29 o{ his J\lcmorandum. 
In respect of unemployment a change has been made from present practice, 
by charging the difference between the joint rate for man and wife and 
the single rate for a man wholly to the man's contribution so as to increase 
the man's contribution relatively to that of the woman ; this principle 
has been applied also to disability on the introduction of joint benefit and 
dependant allowance. The general result is that, in spite of the equalisa-
tion of benefit rates for single men and single women, the total contributions 
proposed for men jn the new scheme, show a greater increa"e on present 
rates than the contributions for women. Thus the joint contribution for 
an adult man, which is now 44d., is raised to 90d., that is to sav to :-tlighthr 
n1ore than double, while the joint contribution for an adult wOman, which 
is now 37d., is raised to 72d., that is to say to rather less than double. The 
employee's own contribution in the ca\e of a man is raised as from 22d. 
to 5\d.; in the case of a woman from l9d. to 42tl. 
405. The contributions shown in para. 403 include contributior:~ 
assigned for health and rehabilitation services as follows :-
Age 21 and upwards 
18-21 
16-18 
Male Female 
IOtl. 
St!. 
6d. 
Sd. 
·l><l. 
6d, 
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In Class I these contributions are di"ided approximately as to I fd. by the 
employer and the balance of 81d. or 61d. by the employee in the case of 
adults. In Classes II and I\' the whole contribution is paid by the insured 
persons. It is contemplated that in virtue of these contributions insured 
persons will receive for th~mselves .and their dependants comprehensive 
medical treatment and post-medical rehabilitation sen.dces, including 
general, special(st, domiciliary and hospital treatrn~nt, and nursing and 
subsidiary services without a charge for treatment. This, as stated, IS 
subject to the further enquiry as to the finance and organisation of the 
health ser\'ice suggested in para. 437. If, as a result of that enquiry, 
it were decided to require some additional payment for hospital treatment, 
either by way of voluntary contributions or by a charge on treatment, the 
question would arise of amending the proposed contributions. 
406. The rates of contribution suggested for boys and girls, particularly 
in Classes II and IV, may need further consideration in the light of 
educational policy. It is desirable that boys and girls should at an early 
stage' be brought into the Social Security Scheme, and become familiar 
with it, but exactly how the) should be treated depends upon development 
of educational policy. · 
407. The benefits and contributions suggested above relate to persons 
aged 16 and upwards. No specific proposals can be made in regard to 
boys and girls under 16 until educ\ltional polic)• is decided. The general 
principle is that up to 16 at least boys and girls should he considered from 
the educational standpoint. In so far as they work for gain, insurance 
contributions should be paid by them and their employers. Any payment 
of cash benefit to them should be combined with continued supervision 
and education. 
408. The general rates of benefit and contribution set out in paras. 401 
and 403 should be regarded as subject to investigation of the desirability 
and practicability of aclj ustment to special circumstances in the following 
cases:-
(a) Provision of a lower rate of benefits (other than retirement and 
industrial pensions) and corresponding lowet contribution in 
particular regions or occupations (paras. 214-215). 
(b) Provision of a higher rate of benefits (other than retirement and 
industrial pension) and corresponding higher contribution in 
London and in other regions where costs of living are exception-
ally high (paras. 214-215). 
(c) Different distribution of the joint contribution between employers 
and insured persons, increasing the employer's share where either 
(a) a weekly rate of wa~ is below a certain level, or (b) the suf)1 
paid as wages from which deduction of the insured person's 
contribution has to be made is below a certain point. . 
(d) Provision of a reduced contribution for a short period of employ-
ment, e.g. for 2 days or 3 days only. 
(e) Provision of reduced contributions for persons working under 
contracts of apprenticeship. · 
Practical examination of all these possibilities depends very largely upon 
the general level of benefit and contribution that may be determined 
finally. They are appropriate matters for investigation by a Committee 
analogous to the suggested Social Insurance Statutory Committee. 
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PART VI 
SOCIAL SECURITY AND SOCIAL POLICY 
409. Social securitv as used in this Report means assurance of a certain 
income. The Plan for Social Security set out in the Report is a plan to win 
freedom from want by. maintaining incomes. But sufficiencv of income 
is not sufficient in itself. Freedom from want is only one of the essential 
freedoms of mankind. Any Plan for Social Security in the narrow sense 
assumes a concerted social policy in many fields, most of which it would 
~e inappropriate to discuss in this Report. The plan proposed here 
mvolves three particular assumptions so closely related to it that brief 
discussion is ~ssential for understanding of the plan itself. These are the 
assumptions of children's allowances, of comprehensive health and re-
habilitation services, and of maintenance of employment. After these 
three ~ssumptions have been exa1nined, general questions are raised as to 
the practicahility of ta,J ... ing freedom from want as an immediate post-war 
aim anti as to the desirability of planning reconstruction of the social 
services even in war. 
J\g~U)fPTto~ A. CntLDRF.N's ALLOWANCFS 
410. The first of three as.."umption" underl~' in~ the Pl:l.n for Social 
Security i'5 a general scheme of chilclrcn'os allowances. This means that 
<lir'ect provis\on for the maintenance of dependent children wi11 be made 
by payment of allowances to those responsible for the care of those children. 
The assumption rests on two connected arguments. 
411. First, it is unreasonable to seek to guarantee an income sufficient 
for subsistence. while earnings are interrupted by uri.employment or 
disability, without ensuring sufficient income during earning. Social 
insurance should be part of a policy of a national minimum. But a national 
minimum for families of every size cannot in practice be secured by a 
wage system, which must be based on the product of a man's labour and 
not on the size of his family. The social surveys of Britain between the 
t\\ o wars show that in the first thirty years of this century real" ages roso 
by about one-third without reducing want to insignificance, and that the 
want which remained was almost wholly due to two causes-interruption 
or loss of earning power and large families. 
412. Second, it is dangerous to allow benefit during unemployment or 
disability to equal or exceed earnings during work. But, without allow-
ances for children, during earning and not-earning alike, this danger 
cannot be avoided. Jt has been experienced in an appreciable number of 
cases under unemployment benefit and unemployment assistanco in the 
past. The maintenance of employment-last and most important of the 
three assumptions of social security-will be impossible without greater 
fluidity of labour and other resources in the aftermath of war than has 
been achieved in the past. To secure this, the gap between income during 
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earning and during interruption of earning should be as large as possible 
for every man. It cannot be kept large for men with large families, except 
either l<Y making their benefit in unemployment and disability inadequate, 
or by giving allowances for children in time of earning and not-earning 
alike. 
413. In addition to these two arguments, arising directly from con-
siderations of social security, there are arguments arising from consideration 
of numbers of population and care of children. With its present rate of 
rcproducti >n, the British race cannot continue; means of reversing the 
recent course of the birth rate must he found. It is not likely that allow-
ances for children or any other economic incentives will, b); themselves, 
prov1de tbat means and lead parents who do not desire children to rear 
children for gain. But children's allowances can help to restore the birth 
rate, both by making it possible for parents who desire more children to 
bring them into the world without damaging the chances of those already 
born, and as a signal of the national interest in children, settin!!; the tone 
of public opinion. As regards care of children, whatever possibilities the 
future may hold of larger families than no\v, the small fam~ies of to-day 
make it necessary that every living child should receive the best care that 
can be given to it. The foundations of a healthy life must be laid in 
childhood. Children's allowances should be regarded both as a help to 
parents in meeting their responsibilitieB-, and as an acceptance of new 
responsibilities by the community. 
414. The general principle of children's allowances can by now be taken 
as accepted. But it is desirable to make suggestions as to the practical 
form of such allowances from the standpoint of social security. The main 
points to be settled relate to the source from which allowances should be 
paid, to the scale of allowances, to the children in respect of whom they 
should be paid, and to the authority which should ·administer them. 
415. As to the source of children's allowances, the view taken here is 
that they should be non-contributory, provided wholly out of taxation, and 
not to any extent out of insurance contributions. The considerations leading 
to this view are practical. First, the flat rate of contribution required for 
purposes which should be contributory is about as high as it seems right to 
propose; flat insurance contributions are either a poll-tax or a· tax on em-
ployment, justifiable up to certain limits, but not capable of indefinite 
cxpansim\. Second, the provision for children should clearly be made to 
some extent in kind. Though, on the view taken here, children's allow- 1 
ances should be given mainly in cash, the amount of cash at any time must 
be adjusted to the provision in kind and this adjustment can probably be 
made more easily if the cost of allowances is provided from the State than 
if it forms part of a contributory sysfem. Both these are practical grounds. 
On principle, it is possible to argue either way. It can he said, on the one 
hand, that children's allowances should be regarded as an expression of 
the community's direct interest in children; it can be argued on the other 
hand that children are a contingency for which all men should prepare by 
contributions to an insurance fund. As it is possible to argue on each side 
in principle, it might be provided in practice that the cost of allowances 
should be shared. It is in fact proposed below .that the first child in each 
family should be omitted front allowaJJccs, while the responsible parent is 
can1ing, so that the financial burden of every family is shared between the 
State and the parents. This involves providing an allowance for the first 
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child whenever the responsible parent is r.ot earning, that is to say pro-
dding an allowance for the first child, to be added to unemployment, 
di<ahility an<l guardian benefits. J;:vcn if the other allowances are pro-
vidccl wholly hy the State, the cost of allowances for the first child might 
well be charged to the Social Insurance Fund, as the cost of the children's 
allowances now given in unemployment insurance are charged to the Un-
employment Fund. On the whole, it appears better to put the whole cost 
of children's allowances, both when the parent is earning and when he is 
not earning, npon the National Exchequer, that is to say to make children's 
allowances non-contributory. The allowance~. though non-contrihutnry. 
may he admini<lercd by the ~linistry of Social Security. The cost of them 
should be provided, not from the Social Insurance Fund, but by special 
Exchequer grant. 
416. As to the scale of children's allowances •. in paras. 226-228 the 
allowances required to meet in full the needs of children of various ages for 
food, clothing, fuel and light are put at figures yielding an average over 
children of aJI ages of 7s. a week at 1938 prices. In para. 232, allowing on 
the one hand for an increase of prices after the war, and, on the other 
hand, for the provision already being made for children through school 
meals and supply of free or cheap milk, an average rate of allowance 
of Ss. per week per child in addition to existing provision is suggested. It 
does not follow that a cash allowance on this scale 'hould be paid in respect 
of every child. Two considerations may be urged against such an 
inference. · 
417. l'irst, it can he argued that the allowances for children should he 
r~f(ardccl only as a help to parents and~ot as relieving them entirely of 
fmancial responsibility. There is ~ubst.ancc in thi~ argument. To Rh-c 
full snh~i"tC'ncc nllowanccs for all the children of a man or woman nt work 
may he described as wastcflll and certainly cannot he described as a 
measure indispensable for the abolition of poverty; very few· men's wage;,; 
are insufficient to cover at least two adults and one child. \Vhcn the 
responsible parent (that is to say the parent on whom the children depend) 
is earning, there is no need to aim at allowances relieving the parent of the 
whole cost of the children. On the view. taken here, it would be wrong to 
do so-an unnecessary and undesirable inroad on the responsibilities of 
parents. That is to say, iu any system of children's allowances, the cost 
of maintaining children should be shared between their parents and the 
conununity. This can be done in two ways-either by making an allow-
ance for each child which is less than the cost of maintenance, or by making 
no allowance for one child in each family and a larger or full allowance 
for each of the other children. The second' way is the better and is adopted 
here, as making a. larger reduction in the cost of allowances to the com-
munity with no hardship to parents, and as increasing the proportion of 
the total cost borne by the community as the •ize o£ the family incrra•e•; 
this makes the allowances more effective in preventing want anrl incrrases 
whatever influence they 111ay ha,·e in encouraging large families. 
418. Second, it can be argued that, whatever experts may say, every 
1nother of six l<nows that six children do not cost six times as much as one 
child to feed, clotlre and warm. Admitting that one child for these pur-
'poses will need 7s. at 1938 prices (say 9s. at provisional post-wa~ rates). 
42<. for a family of six (5~s. at post-war rates) may appear excess1ve. It 
is not easv, indeed, to see in the foregoing calculations just where sub-
stantial recluction of cost per head for a number of children can be justified. 
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Out of the is. pre-war average, Ss !Id. is.for food according to a personal 
dietary; there may he less waste in a large familv, but the Ss. !Id. includes 
no!hlng for waste or inefficiency in buying. The 3d. for fuel has been 
reache-d as one-sixth of the recorded difference between two-person and 
eight-person households. The JOt/. for clothing offers a real but small field 
for economy in large familieS, by passing clothing from one to another. 
But against this, the 7s. average takes no account of rent. 1£ having many 
children makes it possible to reduce slightly the cost of food, clothing a'nd 
fuel for each child, it can hardly fail to add to the rent. It is probably 
true that few, if any, parents of large families spend four times as much 
on Cssentials for four children as they spend for one, or six timeS as much 
on !:!IX chilctren as they spend for one. But that may be because Yery few 
people are ahle to afford to do so out of incomes which are in no way 
related to the number of children. 
419. The first of tlrese two arguments, accordingly, is accepted here and 
the second is rejected. It is proposed, on the ond hand, that there should 
!:le no allowance ~or the first child in each family when the responsible 
parent is earning. It is prcposed, on the other hand, that for each of the 
other children, and for the first child also "f>en the responsible parent is 
on benefit or pension, there should be an allowance additional to the present 
provision in Jiind at the aYerage rate of Ss. a week. The practical effect 
of this wiU be that when the parent is earning there will be no allowance 
in a family with one child onhT and that, as the size of the famih· increases, 
the avcraic allowance for eaCh child "ill increase in accordanCe with the 
following scale :-
No. of children Tl'eeklj• allowauce Average weekly 
wfam•ly per family allowance per child 
s. d. s. d. 
Nil 1'\il 
2 s 0 4 0 
3 IG 0 5 4 
4 24 0 G 0 
5 32 0 G 5 
G 40 0 G s 
420. Assuming an allowance of Ss. a "·eek per child, omission of one 
child when the parent is earning reduces the total cost of allowances bv 
nearly £100,000,000 a y~ar, as compared with the cost of including all 
children at all times. It" ould be possible to carry this mejlwd of sharing 
the total cost of the family between the community and the parents a 
stage further, either by omitting the second child as well as the first, or by 
givmg less than the full allowance for the second child. To give 4s. '!-week 
in place of Ss. for the second child when the .responsible parent was earning 
would save a further £23,000,000 a year 111 the eost of the allowances. 
But, apart from the undesirability of decreasing the provision for children, 
this plan is open to the objection that it narrows still further the gap 
between earnings and income during interruption of earnings. It "vould 
mean that a man with two children or n1ore would receive 12s. in respect of 
those children when on benefit or pension, whioh he would not be receiving 
when earning, so that, unless his wages were at least that an1ount above 
his benefit or pension, he would not be better off when earning than when 
unemployed or sick. ' , 
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421. The allowance proposed for the second and subsequent children 
"'hen the responsible parent is earning, and for all children -when the 
responsible parent is not earning, has been put at an averaj:!e of Ss. 
a week at provisional post-,v-a.r rates, in addition to existing prodsion in 
kind. Ill practice, the allowances should not be uuiform but graded by 
age, since the needs of children increase rapidly with age. In practice, 
also, the sum to bo given in cash at each age muc;t have regard to the 
provision in kind at each age. On the view taken here, it "quid not be 
desirable to attempt to replace cash allowances for children wholly or 
e,-en largely by provision .in kind. The principle of social poliC\' should 
not be to remove all responsibilities from parent-., hut to help them to 
understand and to meet their rcspon~5ibilities. But there may pro,·e to 
be good reasons for a considerable extension oi prodsion in l<ind, and this 
may affect differently the cash allowance required at different ages. 
It is not possible here to do more than inclicate at Ss. per week the 
average additional allowance proposed in cash or in kmd . 
• ' . 
425. Tite practical conclusions emerging from this discussion are :-
(!) Financial provision should be made for chlldren's allowances at 
the cost of the Exchequer in respect of all ch1ldren other than 
the first child "hen the parent is earninf(, and of the ilrst child 
iD addition during interruption of earning. 
(2) The average amount of such allowances should be Rs. a week 
in addition to the existing pro,·ision m l<ind. The actual 
allowance should be graduated accordin'g to the age of the 
child. In so far as provision in kind is extended beyond its 
present scale, the cash allowances should be reduced. 
(3) The cash allowances should be administered by the lllinistry of 
Social Security •. 
AssuMPTION B. CoMPREHE~sn·E Hr:.\LTH Axo REHABILITATION 
Sin< VICES 
426 . Tha second of the three assumptions has two sides to it. It 
covers a national health service for prevention and for cure of disease 
and disability by medical treatment; it covers rehabilitation and litting 
for employment by treatment which will be both medical and post-
medical. Administratively, realisation of Assumption B on its two sides 
involves action both by the departments concerned with health and 
by the Ministry of Labour and National Service. Exactly where the line 
should be drawn between the responsibilities of these Departments cannot, 
and need not, be settled now. For the purpose of the present .I~eport, 
the two sides are combined under one head, avoi(ling the need to dis-
tinguish acoorately at this stage between medical and post-medical work. 
The case for regarding Assumption B as necessary for a satisfactory system 
of social security needs little emphasis. lt is a logical corollary 'to the 
payment of high benefits in disability that determined efforts should be 
made by the• State to reduce the number of cases for which benefit is 
needed.· It is a logical corollary to the receipt of high benefits in disability 
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that the individual should recognise the duty to be well and to co-operate 
in all steps which may lead to diagno~is of di~ea~e in e::trly ~tages when it 
can he prevented. Disease and accidents must be paid for in any cnsc. 
in lc<scnerl power of production and in idleness. if not directly ll)' 
insurance benefits. One of the reasons why it is preferable to pay for 
di,ease and accident opellly and directly in the form of insurance benefits, 
rather than indirectly, is that this emphasises the cost and should give a 
stimulus to prevention. As to the methods of realising Assumption B, 
the main problems naturally arise under the first heacl of medical 
tre:1tmrnt. Rehabilitation is a new field o£ remedial activitv with great 
possibilitiec;, hut requiring expenditure of a different order o-f magnitude 
from that involved in the medical trea~ment of the nation. 
427. The first part of Assumption B is that a comprehensive national 
health service will ensure that for ever)' citizen there is available whatever 
medical treatment he requires, in whatever form he requires it, domiciliary 
or institutional, general. specialist or consultant, and will ensure also 
the prm·i,ion of dental, ophthalmic and surgical appliances, nursing and 
mi<l\\ifery and rehabilitation after accidents. Whether or not payment 
towards ihc cost o£ the health service is included in the social insurance 
contribution, the sen·ice itself should 
(i) be organised, not by the ~!ioistrv concerned with social insurance, 
hut hy Departments responsihle for the health of the people 
anU for positive and pre\'entive as well as curative measures; 
(ii) .be proviclecl where needed without contribution conditions in any 
individual case. 
Restoration of a sick pcrsrm to health i' a duty of the State and the 
sick pf'r..;,on, prior to an\' other considrration. Thr as"iumption ma.dC' here 
i" in an-Cird \\'ith the- (!(•tlmtJon of lhr nhject-; of mc-dical serd<.:c as propo~ell 
in the 1 )raft Interim Heport of the ~1eclical Planning Commission of the 
l~ritl-..h :\lC'dical Association: 
" (a) to provide a system of medical service directed towards the 
achievement oi positive health, of the prevention of disease, 
and the relief of sickness; 
(b) to render available to every individual all necessary medical 
sen·ices, both general and specialist, and both domiciliary 
and institutional." 
428. Most of the problems of organisation of such a service fall outside 
tl1r scope of the Heport. It is not necessary to cxprcs~ an opinion on such •';,! 
C)HCStions a.!=: free. choice of doctor, group or individual practice, or the 
place of voluntary and public hospitals respectively in a national scheme. 
Jt is not necessary to express an opinion on the terms of service and 
remunrration of doctors of various kinds, of dentic;ts and of nurses, except 
in so far as these terms may aft'ect the possibility of diminishing and 
controlling sickness and so may affect the finances of the Social Insurance 
Fund. Once it i~ accepted that the administration of medical treatment 
shall be lifted out of SiJcial insurance to become part of a comprehensive 
health scrvic~. the questions that remain for ans\1 er'" this Repott are, in 
the main, financial. Shall any part of the cost of treatment, and if so what 
part, be included in the compulsory insurance contribution ? But, though 
that que;;tion is in itself financial, the answer to it may affect the organisation 
of the scn i•:c and may therefore depend in part upon views as to 
or3anisation. 
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429. In dealing with this financial question, it is desirable to. consider 
separately domiciliary treatment, institutional treatment, special services 
like dental and ophthalmic treatment, and subsidiary services such as 
supply of medical or surgical appliances, nursing and convalescent homes. 
430. Domiciliary treatment is now paid for by persons subject to health 
insurance, f.or themselves by compulsory contributions, for dependants 
either by a charge for treatment when it is given or more rarely by voluntary 
contribution through associations for public medical service. There is no 
obvious reason, apart from a desire to keep the insurance contribution as 
Jaw as possible, why insured persons should be relieved of this burden 
wholly, in order that they may bear it as tax-payers. If importance 
attaches to preserving the contributory principle for cash benefit, it attaches 
also to contribution for medical treatment. There appears to be a case for 
including part of the cost of domiciliary treatment in the insurance 
contribution. This means that a proportion of the receipts of the Social 
Insurance Fund would be paid by the Fund to the health departments as 
a grant towards the cost of the z:nedical sen·ice. 'l'he administration of 
this money would rest with the health departments. 
43!. But one consequence of this suggestion has to be noted. The Report 
proposes a compulSory social insurance scheme without income limits. 
Its contributing Classes I, II and 1\", though they pay different contribu-
tions according to the cash benefits for which they insure, are not incoffie 
classes ; each contains rich and poor. Any contribution for medical 
treatment must apply to all these classes, to every one in each of tbem, 
and must cover their dependants in Class lii (Housewives) and Cl~s V 
(Children). If a contribution for medical treatment is included in the 
insurance contribution, contributions will cover not ninety per cent. of 
the population (the present insured persons and their dependant•). as is 
assumed in the Draft Interim He port issued· by the ~ledical Planning 
Commission, but one hundred per cent. of the population. This will not, 
of itself, put an end to private practice. Those who have the desire an& the 
means will be able to pay separately for private treatment, if the medical 
service is organised to provide that, as they may pay now for private 
schooling, though the public education system is available for all. But 
no one will be compelled to pay separately. The possible scope of private 
general practice will be so restricted that it may not appear worth while to 
preserve it. If, therefore, it is desired to preserve a substantial scope for 
private practice and to restrict the right to sendee without a charge on 
treatment to persons below a certain income limit, it will not be possible 
to include a payment for medical service in an insurance contribution 
which all are required to pay irrespective of income. 
432. Institutional treatment is not -included in the present healtli 
insurance contribution except to a small extent as an additional benefit. 
It is obtainable bv any citizen in a public hospital subject to recovery of 
the cost, that is to say to payment according to his means, or free if he has 
no means. It is obtainable in a private hospital, as a l'ule either in virtue 
of previous voluntary tontribution through a hospital contributory scheme 
or on payment according to means- as agreed with the hospital almoner. 
The growth of hospital contnbutory schemes m the year> Just before thts 
war has been remarkable. Tbey are stated to cover now more than • 
10,000,000 wage earners and they produce mor~ than. £6,500,00_0 a year 
for the voluntary hospitals ; the cost of collectmg this money IS put at 
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about six per cent. ; in London and some other parts of the country con-
tribution to a Hospital Saving Association qualifies the contributor for 
free treatment either in a Yoluntary hospital or in a public hospital as may 
best suit his case. The Ministry of Labour Family Budgets in 19_37-38 
showed an average payment to hospital saving associations of 3ld. a 
week in every industrial _household and 3d. a week in every agricultural 
household. British people are clearly ready and able to pay contributions 
for institutional treatment. Should a payment for this purpose be included 
in the compulsory insurance contribution, and be pass~d on as a grant 
from the Social Insurance Fund to the health departments towards the 
maintenance of the institutions ? The answer to this financial question, 
like the · answpr to the similar question as to domiciliary treatment, 
involves problems of organisation as well as finance. If a payment for 
institutional treatment is included in the compulsory insurance contribution, 
there will be little or nothing left for which people can be asked to contribute 
voluntarily, and an important financial resource of the voluntary hospitals 
will come to an end. It will then be for the health departments to use the 
grant that they will receive from the Social Insurance Fund in whatever 
way best fits their hospital •policy. If it is not included, people of limited 
mEans will have the choice, as at present, of contributing voluntarily 
beforehand or of paying at the time of treatment, according to means. 
433. Th~ main considerations relevant to the choice between these 
alternatives are ; ' • 
(i) The importance of securing that suitable hospital treatment is 
available for every citizen and that recourse to it, at the earliest 
moment when it becomes desirable, is not delayed by any 
financial considerations. From this point of view, previous 
<'Ontributipn is the idral, better even than free srrvice supportrd 
hv the ta.x~pavcr. People will take what thev have alrrad\' 
paid for withoitt dC'Iay when they nC'(.d it, and "they pay for {t 
more directly as contributors than as tax-payers. But it can 
be argued that, under the present system, people do not in 
practice delay taking hospital treatment when they need it; 
their general practitioner will advise going to hospital, as soon 
as it becomes necessary, and if they are not voluntary contributors 
they will be asked to pay only according to their means. It is pos-
sihle that the main practical reasons which now delay recourse 
to hospital after it has become desirable are not difficulties 
about paying for the treatment, but either (a) deficiency 
of accommodation or (b) unwillingness or inability to give up 
work or household duties in order to be treated. A suggestion 
for meeting the last-named difficulty is made in para. 344. "I 
(ii) Hospital policy, particularly in relation to the place of v6luntary 
hospitals, the terms of service and pay of their staffs, and the 
desirability or the ·reverse of allowing arrangements whereby 
individuals. whether through membership of a Yoluntary 
association or by special payment, can get choice of specialists 
or hospitals or special treatment in them. 
(iii) Financial policy, and particularly the que<tion of the optim11m 
size of the insu~ancc contribution am.l of the Security Budget in 
relation to the ordinary budget. 
• • * * 
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437. This review o( some of the problems involved in establishing a 
comprehensive medical service makes clear that no final detailed proposals, 
even as to the financial basis of this service, can be submitted in this 
Report. It suggests the need for a further immediate investigation, in 
which the finance and the organisation of medical services can be considered 
together, in consultation with the professions concerned and with the public 
and voluntary organisations "·hich have established hospitals and other 
institutions. From the standpoint of social se)::urity, a health service 
providing full preventive and curath·e treatment of every ldnd to every 
citizen without exceptions,. without remuneration limit and. without an 
economic barrirr at any point to delay recourse to it, is the ideal plan. 
lt is proposed accordingly that, in the contributions suggested as part of 
the Plan for Social Security, there shall be included a payment in virtue 
of which every citizen will be able to obtain whatever treatment his case 
requires, at home or in an institution, medical, dental or subsidiary, without 
a treatment- charge. It is proposed that the sums derived from these 
payments shall be transferred to the Department or Departments concerned 
with the organisation of the health service to meet part-it can only be 
paFt-of the total cost. But these proposals are provisional only, subject 
to review, in the light of the further enquiry suggested, in which organisa-
tion and finance can be dealt with together. The primary interest of the 
Jllinistry of Social Security is not in the details of the national health 
service or in its financial arrangements. It is in finding a health service 
which will rliminish disease by prevention and cure, and will ensure the 
careful certification needed to control payment of benefit at the rates 
proposed in this Report . 
.. ' . '" '" • 
ASSUMPTION C. MAINTENANCE OF EMPLOYMENT 
440. There are five reasons for saying that a satisfactory scheme of 
social insurance assumes the maintenance of employment and the preven-
tion of mass unemployment. Three reasons are concerned with the details 
of social insurance; the fourth and most important is concerned with its 
principle; the fifth is concerned with the possibility of meeting its cost. 
Fi<st, payment of unconditional cash benefits as of right during 
unemployment is satisfactory provision only for short periods of 
tjncmployment ; after that, complete idleness even on an income 
demoralises. The proposal of the Report accordingly is to make 
unemployment benefit after a certain period conditional upon attend-
ance at a work or training centre. But tbis proposal is impracticable, 
if it has to be applie'\,to men by the million or the hundred thousand, 
Second, the only satisfactory test of unemployment is an offer of 
work. This test breaks down in mass unemployment and makes 
necessary recourse to elaborate contribution conditions, and such 
devices as the Anomalies Regulations, all of which should be avoided 
in a satisfactory scheme of unemployment insurance. 
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Thi<-d, the state of the labour market has a direct bearing on 
rehabilitation and reco,·ery of injured and sick persons and upon the 
possibility of giving to those sufferin~ from partial infirmities, such as 
deafness, the chance of a happy and useful career. In time of mass 
unemployment those who are in receipt of compensation feel no urge 
to get well for idleness. On the other hand, in time of active demand 
for labour, as in war, the sick and maimed are encouraged to recover, 
so that they may be useful. 
Fourth, and most important, income Rqcurity which is all that can 
he given by social insurance is so inadequate a provision for human 
happiness that to put it forward by itsel! as a sole or principal measure 
of reconstruction hardly seems worth doing. It should be accompanied 
by an announced determination to use the powers of the State to 
whatever extent may prove necessary to ensure fo"r all, not indeed 
absolute continuity of work, but a reasonable chance of productive 
employment. 
Fifth, though it should be within the power of tile community to 
bear the cost of "the whole Plan for Social Security, the cost is heavy 
and, if to the necessary cost waste is added, it may become insupport-
able. Unemployment, both through increasing expenditure on benefit 
and through reducing the income to bear those costs, is the worst 
form of waste. 
441. Assumption C does not imply complete abolition of unemployment. 
In industries subject to seasonal influences, irr~gularities of work are 
inevitable: in an economic system subject to change and progress, 
flnrtuationc:; jn the fortunes o[ individual employers or of particular 
jndustri('c.; arc inevitable: the possibility of controlling completely the 
major alternations of good trade and bad trade which are described under 
the term of ·the trade cycle has not been established; a country like 
Britain, which must have exports to pay for its raw materials, cannot be 
immune from the results of changes of fortune or of economic policy in 
other countries. The Plan for Social Security oprovides benefit for a 
substantial volume of unemployment. In the industries now subject to 
unemployment insurance, the finance of the Unemployment Fund has 
been based by the Unemployment Insurance Statutory Committee on the 
assumption of an average rate of unemployment through good years and 
bad of about 15 per cent. In framing the Social Security Budget in 
Part l V of this Report, it has been assumed that, in the industries now 
subject to insurance, the average rate of unemployment will in future be 
about 10 per cent. and that over the whole body of insured employees in 
Class I unemployment will average about 8] per cent. It is right to hope 
that unemployment can be reduced to below that level, in which case .more 
money will be available in the Social Insurance Fund either for better 
benefits or for reduction of contributions. But it would not be prudent to 
assume any lower rate of unemployment in preparing the Security Budget. 
Assumption C requires not the abolition of all unemployment, but the 
abolition of mass unemployment and of unemployment prolonged year 
after year for the same individual. In the beginning of compulsory unem-
ployment insurance in 1913 and 1914, it was found that less than 5 per cent: 
of all the unemployment experienced in the insl\red industries occurred 
after men had been unemployed for as long as 15 weeks. Even if it does 
not prove possible to get back to that level of employment, it should be 
possible to make unemployment of any individual for more than 26 weeks 
continuously a rare thing in normal times. 
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442. Discussion of the methods and conditions of satisfying Assumption 
C of the Plan for Social Security falls outside the scope of this Report. It 
may be claimed that the plan "1!1 itself have some effect in promoting 
realisation of this assumption. Payment of unemployment benefit on the 
most generous scale compatible witlj preservation of the mobility of labour 
and of the incentive. to seek 'work and reject idleness \\ill maintain the 
purchasing power of workpeople, if trade depression begins, and will thus 
mitigate the severity of the depression. This result is independent of the 
source from which benefit is paid. If, as is proposed in the plan; benefit is 
paid not from general taxation, but from a self-contained Social Insurance 
Fund built up largely by weekly contributions from employers and 
<;+nployees, the effect in stabilising purchasing power and the general 
demand for labour will be greater. The onset of unemployment will then 
involve, not only an immediate increase in the expenditure of the Fond, 
but also an immediate decline in its receipts; by making surpluses in good 
times and spending them and even running into debt on its unemployment 
account in bad times, the Fund may be so operated as to have a further 
effect in stabilising the general demand for labour. This assumes that no 
attempt is made by lowering contributions in good times or raising them 
in bad times to prevent the Fund from alternately a:ccumulating surpluses 
and incurring debt on its unemployment account. The maximum effect of 
a social insurance scheme in stabilising employment would be obtained by 
n1aking contribution rates vary in the opposite way, that is to say, by 
increasing the contributions in good times and lowering them in bad times. 
This would increase the rate at which the Fund repaid debt or built up 
resc!Wes in times of good employment and the rate at which it depleted 
reserves or borrowed in times of bad employment; by reducing the 
contributions of employers in bad times it would help to restore their 
demand for labour directly ; by reducing the contributions of employees 
it would increase their purchasing power over goods and services and thus 
stimulate the demand for labour indirectly. \\'hether variation of th~ 
insurance contribution in the way suggested is a practical proposition and 
by what machinery it could be effected are questions falling outside the 
scope of the Report. They are part of the general problem of financial 
and budgetary policy a(ter the war, aud should be considered in framing 
that policy. 
443. The probable anu the possible eJTccls of the Plan for Social Sec~P"ity 
in stabilising the demand for labour are among its advantages and deserve 
to be noted. But their importance should not be exaggerated. They are 
subsidiary measures only; they do not touch the main problem of main-
taining employment. For that other measures are needed. Unless such 
measures are prepared and can be effective. much that might otherwise 
be gained through the Plan for Social Security \\ill be wasted. 
ABOLITION OF \VANT AS A PRACTICABLE POST-WAR AIM 
444. The aim of the Plan for Social Security is to abolish want py 
ensuring that every citizen willing to serve accOl-ding to his powers has at all 
times an income sufficient to meet his responsibilities. Is this aim likely 
to be within our reach immediately after the present war I 
445. The first step in considering the prospective economic resources 
of the community after the present war is to see what they were just before 
the war. The social surveys made by impartial investigators of liVing 
conditions in some of the main industrial centres of Britain between 1928 
and 1937 have been used earlier ia tllis Report to supply a diagno~s of 
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want. They can be used also to show that the total resources of the 
community weic suffictent to make want needless. While, in every town 
"ur'·cyee, substantial percentages of the families examined had less than 
the bare minimum for subsistence, the great bulk of them had substantiall\: 
more than the minimum. In East London, in the week chosen fqr iih·e~tl· 
gation in 1929, while one family in every nine had income below the 
minimmn and was in want~ nearly two-thirds of all the families had at 
lea't 20s. a week more than the minimum, and nearly a third had 40s. a 
week more than the minimum; these weie actual inComes after allowing 
for sickness, unemployment and irregular work• In Bristol the average 
working-class family enjoyed a standard of living more than 100 per cent. 
aboye its minimum needs; '"hile one Bristol family in nine in the year 
1937 was in sheer physical want, two families out of every five had half 
as much again as they needed for subsistcnce.t Similar contrasts were 
presented in every suncey. Another way of putting these contrasts is to 
compare the surplus of those who l1ad more than the minimum with the 
deficiency of those who had less. In East London, the total surplus of 
the working-class families above the minimum was more than thirty times 
the total deficiency of those below it. In York, where l\lr. Rowntree in 
1936 used a much higher rninimmn-the standard of human needs con-
tabling more than bare_ physical necessaries of food, clothing, fuel and 
housing-the three classes of the working population lidng ·above the 
standard had a total surplus aho,-e it at least eight times the total deficienc~· 
of the two classes living below the standard. \\'ant could ha,·e been 
abohshed before the present war by a redistribution of income within 
the wage-earning classes, without touching any of the wealthier classes. 
This is said not to suggest that redistribution of income should be 
confined to the wage-earning classes ; still less is it said to suggest that 
men should be content with avoidance of want, with subsistence incomes. 
)t i.;; said simply as the most convincing dcmc:tnstration that abolition of 
want just before this war was easily within the -econmnic resources of the 
community; want was a needless scandal due to not taking the trouble 
to prevent it. · 
446. The social surveys showed not only "hat was the standard of 
living available to the community just before the war but also that it had 
risen rapidly in the past thirty or forty years. The recent London and 
York _surveys were designed to provide comparisons with earlier studies. 
They yielded unquestionable proof of large and general progress. When 
the New Survey of London Life and Labour was made in 1929, the average 
workman in London could buy a third more of articles of consumption 
in return for labour of an hour's less duration per day than he could bu,· 
forty years before at the time of Charles Booth's original survey.! Th·e '' I 
standard of lidng a,·ailable to the workpeople of York in 1936 mav be 
put over-all at about 30per cent. higher than it was in 1899.§ This improve-
ment of economic conditions was reflected in impro,·ement of physical 
conditions. In London, the crude death rate fell from 18.6 per thousand 
in 1900 to 11·4 in 1935 and the infant mortality rate fell from 159 to 58 
per thousand. In York the infant mortality rate fell from 161 per thousand 
in 1899 to 55 in 1936; in the same period nearly 2 inches was added to 
• See 1\'ew S111Vty of London Life nud Labo11r. Table XVII in Vol. liT, p. 91. 
t The standard of J.hti1Jg in Bristol, p. 24. 
t Nerv S11rvey of Loudon Life and Labo11r, Yol. I, p. 21. 
§ Rowntree : Poverty and Progress, p .. 453. 
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the height of sc,hoolchildren and nearly 5 lbs. to their weight.• Growing 
prosperity and improYing health arc facts cstablbhed for these towns not 
as general impressions but by scientific impartial inycstigation. \\'hat has 
been shown for these towns in detail applies to the country generally. 
The real wages of labour, what the wage-earner could buy with his earnings 
just before the present war, were in general about one-third higher than 
in 1900 for an hour less of work each day. \\'hat the wage-earner could 
buy, when earning had been interrupted by sickness, accident or unem-
!l'loyment or had been ended by old age, had increased in even larger 
proportion, though still inadequately, by development of social insurance 
and allied sen·ices. 
447. The rise in the general standard of !king i11 Britain in the thirty 
or forty years that ended with the present war has two morals. First, 
growing general prosperity-and rising wages diminbhed want, but did not 
reduce want to insignificance. The moral is that new measures to spread 
prosperity arc needed. The Plan for Social Security is designed to meet 
this need ; to establi"h a national mininn1m above which prosperity can 
grow, with want aooli,hed .. Second, the period covered by the comp~risons 
between say 1!)00 and 1936 includes the fir.t world-war. The moral is 
the encouraging one, that it is wrong to assume that the present war must 
bring economic pro&rress for Britain, or Ior the rest of the world, to an 
end. After four years of open warfare and diversion of effort from useful 
production to the means of destruction during 1914-18, there followed an 
aftermath of economic conflict: international trade was given no chance 
to recover from the war, and B1 ita in entered into a period or mass uncm-
J>loyment in her staple ind.ustries. Yet, across this wa~te period of 
dc:;truction and dislocation, the permanent forces making for material 
pro~rcss-technical ad\'ance and the capacity o[ human society tO cttljusl 
it~clf to new conditions-continued to operate; the real wealth per head 
in a. Britain of shrunken oversca investments and lost export markct:s, 
counting in all her unemployed, was material1y higher in 1938 than in 
•1913. The present war may be even more destructiYe. It is likely to 
complete the work of the first war in exhausting British investments 
over~eas and to deprive Britain largely of another source of earning abroad 
through shipping services; in these and in other ways it will change the 
economic environment in whicll the British people must live and work 
and may call for radical and in some ways painful readjustments. There 
are bound to be acute difficulties of transition ; there arc no ea:,v care· free 
times in early prospect. But to suppose that the difficulties cannot be 
overcome, that power of readjustment has deserted the British people, 
that technical advance has ended or can end, that the British of the future 
must be permanently poor because they will have spent their fathers' 
savings, is defeatism without reason and against reason. 
448. The economic argument set out above js in terms not of money, 
but of standards of living and of real wages. If the argument is sound, it is 
clear that abolition of want by· redistribution of income is within our 
means. The problem of how the plan should be financed in terms of 
money is secondary, though it is a real problem, since the fact that the 
whole burden, properly distributed, could be borne does not mean that 
it can be borne unless it is distributed ";sely. Wise distribution of the 
• RowntrcC', op. cit., pp. 298-302. For Glasgow heights and weights of boys 
and girls of 5, 9 and 13 years o! age from 1910-14 to 1929-33 arc given at para. 174 
of the Report of the Committee on Scottish Health Scrvtccs (1936 Cmd. 5204) and 
show incfWlses in all cases. 
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burden is the objcct.of the Social Security13udget as outlined in Part JV. 
There it is shown that the PJan involYes for the Xational Exchequer an 
additional charge of at most £86 million in the first year of full operation . 
It dcles not seem unreasonable to hope that, even with the other calls 
upon the Exchequer, an additional expense of this order could be borne 
when actual fig-hting ceases. The Budget imposes a much increased 
burden on the Exchequer in later years to provide retirement pensions ; 
this is an act of reasonable faith in the future of the British economic 
system and the proved efficiency of the British people. That, given 
reasonable time, this burden can be borne is hardly ope>t to question. 
The exact rate at which the burden will 1·ise is not settled finally in 
accepting- the J?lan, since the length of the transition period ior pcn::>ions 
i'i capable of adjustment and, if necessary, can be prolonged without 
serious haroship. .\s regards the insured person, the Budget requires 
of him contributions for vital security which together arc materially less 
than he is now paying for compulsory insurance and for voluntary 
insurance for less important purposes, or on account of medical services 
for which he pays when he receives them. For the employers, the plan 
imposes an addition to their costs for labour" hich should be well repaid 
by the greater efficiency and .content which they secure. 
449. The argument of this section can be summed up briefly. Abolition 
of want cannot be brought about merely by increasing production, without 
seeing. to correct distribution of the product; but correct distribution 
does uot mean what it has often been taken to mean in the past-dis· 
trihution between the different agents in production, between land, 
capital, management and labour. Better distril;mtion of purchasing power 
is required among wage-earners themselves, as between times of earning 
and not earning, and between times of heavy family responsibilities and 
of light or no family responsibilities. Both social insurance and children's 
allowances are primarily methods of redistributing wealth. Such better 
distribution cannot fail to add to welfare and, properly designed, it can 
mcrcase weallh, by maintaining physical vigour. It does not decrease 
wealth, unless it inYolves waste in administration or reduces incentives 
to production. t.;nemployment and disability are already being paid for 
unconsciously ; it is no addition to the burden on the community to 
provide for them consciously. Unified social insurance will eliminate a 
good deal of waste inherent in present methods. Properly designed, 
control!ed and financed, it need have no depressing effect on incentive. 
450. Want could ha Ye been abolished in Britain just before the present 
war. It can be atiolishcd after the war, unless the British people are and 
remain very much poorer then than they were before, that is to say unless 
they remain less productive than they and their fathers were. There 
is rio sense in believing, contrary to experience, that they will and must 
!::~ !~~.:; pood :..tctivc. The answer to the question whether freedom from 
want should be regarded as a post-war aim capable of early attainment 
is an afflrmativc-on. four conditions. the four conditions are:-
(I) That the world after the war is a world in which the nations set 
themseh·es to co-operate for production in peace, rather than 
to plotting for mutual destruction by war, "hcther open o1 
concealed; 
(2) That the readjustments of British economic policy and structure 
that will be required by changed conditions after the war 
should be made, so that producti,·c employment is maintained; 
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(3) That a Plan for Social Security, that is to say for income main-
tenance, should be adopted, .free from unnecessary costs of 
administration and other waste of resoutces ; 
(4) That decisions as to the nature of the plan. that is to say as to the 
organisation of social insurance and allied services, should be 
taken during the "·ar. 
451. Is there any reason why the fourth condition shoi!ld not be satis-
fied here and now? Reconstruction of social insurance and allied services 
to ensure security of income for all risks is a general aim on which all 
reasonable men would agree. It involves changes affecting many sectional 
interests, but it raises no issues of political principle or of party. It involves 
an immense work of detail in legislation a-nd organisation for which time 
is essential, for which there may be less time in the uncertain aftermath 
of war than there is today. If a plan for freedom from want, so far as 
social security can give it, is to be ready when the war ends, it must be 
prepared during the war. · 
Paragraphs 452-4 discuss the procedure that might be adopted to deaf 
with the proposals in the Report. 
PLA~NING FOR PE.\CE IN 'V AR 
455. There are some to \vhom pursuit of security appears to be a wrong 
aim. They think of security as something incon!:iistent with initiative. 
adventure, personal responsibility. That is not a. just view of social 
security as planned in thi:s Report. The plan is not one for giving to 
everybody something for nothing and without trouble, or something that 
will free the recipients for ever thereafter from personal rcsvonsibilities. 
The plan is one to secure income for subsistence on conditio_n of service 
and contribution and in order to make and keep men fit for service. It 
cannot be got without thought and effort. It can be carried through only 
by a concentrated determination of the British democracy to free itself 
once for all of the scandal of physical want for which there is no economic 
or moral justification. When that effort has been made, the plan leaves 
room and encouragement to all individuals to win for themselves some ... 
thing above the national minimum, to find ami to satisfy and to produce 
tbe means of satisfying new and higher needs than bare physical needs. 
456. There are some who will say that pursuit of security as defined in 
this Report, that is to say income security, is a whplly inadequate aim. 
Their view is not merely admitted but asserted in the Report itself. The 
Plan for Social Security is put forward as part of a general programme of 
social policy. It is one part. only of an attack upon five giant evils: 
ttpon the phy!:iical "Tant wjth which it is directly concerned, upon Di~ease. 
which often cati!)CS that \V ant and brings 1nany other trOubles in it!S train; 
upon Ignorance which no democracy can affonl among ib citizens; upon 
the Squalor which arises mainly through haphazard distribution of 
industry and population; and upon the Idleness which destroys wealth 
and corrupts men, whether they are well fed or not, when th~y are idle. 
In seeking security not merely against physical want, but against all these 
evils in all their forms, and in showing that security can be combined witb 
freedom and enterprise and responsibility of the individual for his own 
life, the British community and those who in other lands ha,·e inherited 
the Ilritish tradition have a vital service to render to human progress. 
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457. There arc.others who, not through lack of faith in Britain's 
ultimate future, but as a measure of prudence will say that, before com-
mitting itself to a scheme as large in total expenditure as that outlined 
in this Report, the nation should wait to see if in fact its resources grow 
after the war sufficiently to meet the expenditure. This is natural 
caution. Those who feel it may, nevertheless, support the plan as a method 
of organisation, irrespective of the precise rates of benefit and contribution 
to be written into it or of the number of years chosen for the" transition 
period, during which contributory pensions will rise to adeqnacy ; that 
number can be varied and the speed at which expenditure will rise can be 
increased or decreased. The Plan for Social Security is first and foremost 
a method of redistributing i,ncome, so as to put the first and most urgent 
needs first, so as to make the best possible use of whatever resources are 
available. That is worth doing, even if the resources as a whole are insuffi-
cient for the standard of life that is desired. But it must be realised that 
nothing materially below the scale of benefit and pension suggested hen> 
can be justified on scientific grounds as adequate for human subsistence. 
Benefits, allowances of pensions below the proposals of this Report may 
mere! y mean that the cost of unemployment or sicknes~ or childhood is 
being borne not directly in cash, but indirectly in privation and lowered 
human efficiency. 
458. There are yet others who will say that, however desirable it may 
appear to reconstruct social insurance or to make other plans for a better 
world of peace, all such concerns must now be put on one side, so that 
Britain may concentrate upon the urgent tasks of war. There is no need 
to spend words ·today in emphasising the urgency or the difficulty of the 
task that faces the British people and their Allies. Only by surviving 
victoriously in the present struggle can they enable freedom and happiness 
and kindliness to survive in the world. Only by obtaining from every 
individual citizen his maximum of effort, concentrated upon the purposes 
of war, can they hope for early victory. This does not alter three facts : 
that the purpose of victory is to live into a better world than the old world; 
that each individual citizen is more likely to concentrate upon his war 
effort if he feels that his Government will be ready in time with plans for 
that better world ; that, if these plans are to be ready in time, they must 
be made now. 
459. Statement of a reconstruction policy by a nation at war is state-
nlCnt of the uses to which that nation n1cans to put victory, when victory 
is achieved. In a war which many nations must 'wage together as whole .. 
bcarted allies, if they are to win victory, such a statement of tbe uses of 
victory may be vital. This was recognised by the leaders of the democracies 
east and '~est of tl1e Atlantic iu putting their bands to a charter which, 
in general terms, set out the nature of the world which they desired to 
establish after the war. The Atlantic Charter has since then been signed 
on behalf of all the United Nations. The fiftli clalise of the charter declares 
the desire of the American and the British lea9crs " to bring about the 
fullest collaboration between all nations in the economic field, with thl) 
-~--- -
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c!>ject of securing for all improved labour standards, economic advance-
ment, ami >ocial •ecurity." The proposal> of this Heport are designed as a 
practical contribution towards the achievement of the social security which 
IS named in the closing words. The proposals cover ground which must be 
covered, in one way or another, in translating the words of the Atlantic 
. Charter into deeds. They represent, not an attempt by one nation to gain 
for its citizens atlvantages at the cost of their fellow fighters in a common 
cause, but a contribution to that common cause. They are concerned not 
"ith increasing the wealth of the British people, but with so distributing 
whatever wealth is available to them in total, as to deal first with first 
things, with essential physical needs. They are a sign of the belief that 
the object of government in peace and in war is not the gloty of rulers or of 
races, but the happiness of the common man. That is a belief which, 
through all differences in forms of government, unites not only the 
democracies whose leaders first put their hands to the Atlantic Charter. 
but those democracies and all their Allies. It unites the United Nations-
and divides them from their enemies, 
460. At the request of His Majesty's Government, the Inter-
departme11tal Committee have pursued the task of surveying the social 
services of Britain and ex.amining plans for their reconstructio-n during 
the most savage, most universal and most critical war in which Britain 
has ever been engaged. It would be wrong to conclude this Report without 
expressing gratitude to all those who in such a crisis have, nevertheless, 
found time and energy to assist t.he Committee in this task, who, 
triumphing over difficulties of dispersal, of loss of staff, of absorption in 
urgent tasks of war .. have prepared memoranda, attended to give evidence, 
and have discussed their problems with so much frankness and public 
spirit. Naturally the question has arisen at times whether it is possible.to 
give to such problems in \Var the consideration that they need, whether, 
both for the sake of concentration on war effort and to make the best in 
reconstruction, the work of the Committee should not hav~ been postponed 
to a more leisured season. The question may be asked and can be answered. 
The interest that has been showu in the problems of the Committee, by 
nearly all those who have come before the Committee or have prepare<! 
memoranda, is probably a true refleGtion of the state of public feeling and 
represents probably a right judgment of the time when reconstruction 
should be taken in hand. There are difficulties in planning recon>;truction of 
the social services during the heigl)t of war, but there are also adYantages 
in doing ~o. The prevention of want and the dimi11ution and relief of 
disease~ the s~ccia.l aim of the social services-arc in fact a common interest 
of all citizens. It may be possible to secure a keener realisation of tl!at 
faet in war than it is in peace, because war breeds national unity. It may 
!Je possible, through sense of national unity and readiness to sacrifice 
personal interests to the common cause, to bring about changes which, 
when they are made, will be accepted on all hands as advances but which 
it might be difficult to make at other times. There appears at any rate 
to be no doubt of the determination of the Britbh people, however hard 
pressed in war, not_to live wholly for war, not to abandon care of what 
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may come after. That, after all, is in accord with the nature of denio-
cracies, of the spirit in which they fight and of the purpose for which they 
fight. They make war, today more consciously than ever, not for the sake 
of war, not for dominion or revenge, but war for peace. If the united 
democracies today can show strength and courage and imagination equal 
to their manifest desire, can plan for a better peace even while wagillg total 
war, they will win together two victories which in truth a(e indivisible. 
461. Freedom from want cannot be forced on a democracy or given to a 
democracy. It must be won by them .. 'Winning it needs courage and faith 
and a sense of national unity : courage to face facts and difficulties and 
overcome them; faith in our future and in the ideals of fair-play and 
freedom for which century after century our forefathers were prepared to 
die ; a sense of national unity overriding the interests of any class or 
section. The Plan for Social Security in this Report is submitted by one 
who believes that in this supreme crisis the British people will not be found 
wanting, of courage and faith and national unity, of material and spiritual 
power to play their part in achieving both social security and the victory 
of justice among nations upon which security depends. 
(Signed) W. H. BE\'ERIDGE. 
20th November, 1942 . 
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APPENDICES 
Appcmhx 4\ of the Hcport contains a Memorandum by the Government 
Actuan· in whiCh he examine~, from the fmanc;ial a~pect, the proposal:s put 
forward in the Report in so far as· they relate to a scheme of social insurance 
and oecurity benefits to be financed through a Social Security Budget. 
Appendix B i::i concerned with the present schemes-of ~ocial in..,urancc 
and assistance. Section 1 gives a brief history 9f the present schemes and 
giYes statistics showing the nmnbers covered by the different schemes antl 
~he rates of benefit and-contribution at different dates, and finishes with 
an analysis of out-relief in England and \\'ales in 1906 and 19~2. Section 2 
summarises the existing schemes, the !Panner in which they arc administered, 
their scope, the weekly rates of contributions and benefits, and the 
conditi<,Jns of benefit. Section 3 is a detailed analysis of Public As.i:,tancc 
caoeo in illarch, 1942. 
Appendix C gives a list of organisations and individuals (other than 
Government Departments) submitting written or oral evidence. 
Appendix D contains a detailed sfudy o( the problem of incluotrial 
assurance and, among other question:;, deals with the admimstrati\·c cost 
of industrial a!;surance and the number of lapscq polide~. 
Appendix E is a comparison of the cost of administering the five main 
types of insurance: ordinary commercial insurance; i1u.lu ... trial as"Surancc; 
employers' liability insurance; voluntary msurance through Friendly 
Societies; compulsory State insurance. 
Appendix F indicates some of th~ principal points of similarity or 
difference between the scheme of social insurance in thlli country ?nd in 
other countries. · 
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